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Husband and wife endure baseball rivalry
EJDily Wadmer
News Editor
Murray State is full of rivalries within athletics.
residential colleges and Greeks.
But this rivalry is just a little different.
Billed more as a "friendly" rivalry, University
President Randy Dunn cheers for the Chicago
Cubs while hiS wife Ronda roots for the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Growing up in southern Illinois, Ronda was
exposed to Cardinals baseball at an early age. and
even played second base for a softball team, she said.
"It's Cards territory," Ronda said. "1 don't remember not being a Cards fan."
But at the opposite end of the state.
Randy's team choice was a little different.
"The question where I grew up
was more of were you a Cubs fan
or a White Sox fan." Randy said.
He said most people in the
country were Cubs fans, while
many of those living in the city
were White Sox fans.
Both said they became fans by
association and not by certain
players.
"She grew up hearing nothing
but Cards, I grew up hearing
nothing but Cubs," Randy said.
"You just kind of fall into that."
The ,pair didn't know each
other's preferred sports team
when they met, but said it hasn't
really mattered. They maintain a
friendly rivalry, joking every once
in a while about the status of each
other's team.
"If he goes on about Cubs fans,
I just roll my eyes," Ronda said.
She said Randy often dlsses
the Cardinals, also resulting in
rolled eyes on her part.
"That'$ what Cubs fans

Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Even with the coming arrival of Campus Suites apartments, some in the University housing industry still see the city
of Murray as an underserved market.
To better serve the needs of Murray
State students, Campus Apartments, one
of the premier student housing operators
in the country, began a research project
concentrating on Murray's housing market Backed by Corridor Ventures, owner
and operator of student housing facilities,
and partner David Seigel, Campus Apartments gathered information which
included a survey of Murray State students' thoughts concerning the present
housing situation.
Seigel said he and Corridor Ventures
will use the research gathered to decide
whether to pursue a building project, but
also to design possible living facilities.
"We really want to answer the needs
and desires of the students," Seigel said.
"Within our facilities there are typically quiet rooms for study, computer centers, and other treasures that appeal to
the students, and are designed for students that you wouldn't see in the ordinary residential apartment community."
Nationally. Siegel said ever-growing
numbers of students continue to move
away from dormitory environments.
"This movement has been going on for
some time, particularly as the schools'
housing stock ages," he said. "But even
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University officials propose 9percent tuition increase
Ashley Edwards
College Life Editor
At Thursday's tuition forum, the University
revealed its intention to present the Board of
Regents with a proposal f<lvoring a 9 percent
increase in tuition for the 2008-2009 fiscal year
at its meeting today. The Board will again discuss the tuition at its May 16 meeting before
being asked to adopt a budget May 30.
The tuition increase is a result of statewide
budget cuts.
Tom Denton, vice president of fmance and
administrative services, said Murray State is
on target with other universities in Kentucky.
. including the University of Kentucky, University of Louisville, and Western Kentucky Uni-

versity, who are also planning to propose a 9
percent increase.
University President Randy Dunn said
regional discounts will remain the same.
"We're trying to maintain status quo with the
out-of-state pricing ... because if we run it all
the way up to what it could be. we're going to
loose those students and that hurts us too,"
Dunn said.
Dunn said even with the 9 percent increase,
the University will onl}' break even. He said
despite the increase, Murray State will have to
make additional cuts to fund new priorities and
salary increases. These cuts will not be determined until the budget is adopted.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said there is going to be a 3.5 percent

increase for meal plans and a housing cost
increase of $330,000.
"That is dollars that are being set aside for
our new construction of Richmond/Franklin
Colleges and that's added to our debt service
for housing of about $2,700,000," he said.
The standard rate for a double room in a residential college will go up $121 and private
rooms will go up $193.
Students living in New Clark will also be
responsible for paying an extra $500. College
Courts residents will not see a rate increase
next year.
Robertson said the additional housing funds
will cover salary increase for employees. hiring
additional employees for security purposes
and covering increased utility costs.

Officials determine safety of Lovett floor
AutumnBoaz
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Statewide budget cuts
cause more ripple effects

Editor in Chief
After dancing shyly beside their seats
during a seemingly endless set of songs
during the Ben Folds concert Monday
night. the crowd at Lovett Auditorium
couldn't take it anymore.
Loving fans crowded the front of the
stage to get a closer look at Folds and to
give them more space to move their bodies.
But bodies weren't the only thing moving.
With a sub:;tantial portion of the more
than 1,000-person crowd huddled ncar
the edge of the :;tage, the floor beneath
the crowd took on a rhythm of its own,
moving with every beat of music and
every stomping foot.
Regional Special Events Center Facility Manager Jason Pittman said despite
the concern :~bout the safety of the floor
and the structural integrity of the support system beneath it, no problems concerning the floor have occurred since the
RSEC began coordinating concerts at
Lovett about seven years ago.
"Never have I been approached by
(Facilities Management) with an explicit
warning," Pittman said. "I think at some
events you get into a situation where
when everyone jumps in unison, you can
feel them jumping and that is sort of a
scary situation, but that's when we really,
really try to watch to keep people cleared

Dunn said because of the increased rates,
Murray State may not make the Kiplinger's top
15 schools for the best value as it has in years
past. He said he hopes students sec the benefits of increasing tuition.
"I am worded that if we don't try to keep
moving forward we are going to slip back,"
Dunn said. "If our overarching. ideal value is
low price, then we just need to say that and
have that be the thing that drives this institution. If it's the case that we want to keep call·
ing ourselves a public ivy, to try to work to the
institutions in that group ... (then the University needs to do that because) I don't think we
can do both."
Ashley Edwwds can be reached at ashleyb.

Associated Press
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Misty Hays/The News

Built in 1928, Lovett Auditorium's floor Is being Inspected by Facilities Management
off of that. ... But (previously) we've had
big crowds standing down there and
we've never had a problem."
Although the venue- built in 1928- has
hosted a long list of concerts this year,
Lovett's stage originally served as a bas·
ketball court. With its athletic years
buried in the past. the building prcdomi-

nately serves as a lecture hall hosting
both University and community events.
The building. however, housed an
orchestra pit in its earlier years and the
remnants of that pit, now boxed in by
wooden panels underneath the floors
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Budget cuts may force
some defendants who would
normally rely on public
defenders to appear in court
without state-funded legal
representation, the Department for Public Advocacy
Commission
announced
Tuesday.
The state spending blueprint authorized last week by
the General Assembly would
cut the Department for Public
Advocacy by $2.5 million in
the next fiscal year, DPA
Commission
Chairman
Robert Ewald said. Some
defendants who would normally be assigned a public
defender may not get one.
Kentucky lawmakers last
week approved a two-year,
$19 billion state spending plan
that cuts some government
programs find services across
the state. Economic forecasters have projected the state is
facing a $900 million revenue
shortfall during the next two
years.
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Lawmakers offset some of
Gov. Steve Beshear's pro·
posed cuts through a plan
that included taking addition·
al proceeds from the Ken·
tucky lottery, restructuring
some state debt and capitalizing on an expected flood of
retiring state employees.
Beshear and other lawmakers called for raising the tax
on cigarettes by 70 cents per
pack as a way to ftll the rev·
enue hole, but legislature did
not agree to raise taxes after
the Senate opposed the idea.
The governor also urged
lawmakers to approve a constitutional amendment legal·
izing casino gambling.
"These types of announcements concern me greatly. I
proposed two
different
sources of revenue which
would have allowed us to
avoid such reductions, but
the General Assembly chose
not to pass them," Beshear
said in a statement. "This is a
painful budget for all who
depend on the state for services."
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Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-5870

campus briefly

This week
Today

Police Beat- - - - - - April 3

Monday

•7 p.m. Secret Moments dance and theater show; Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery;
also held Saturday and Sunday
•8 p.m. Opera Workshop; Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center Performing Arts Hall,
free

Saturday
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·All Day • Women's Soccer intrasquad scrimmage;
Cuthchin Field. free
•9 a.m. Racer Girl dance team tryouts;
Racer Arena
•1 p.m. Baseball vs. Eastern Illinois; Reagan Field, free
•1 p.m. Craft Sale; Baptist Campus Ministry; ends at 5 p.m.
•3:30 p.m. Senior recitals with percussionist Robert Lamberg: Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Performing Arts Hall, free
•6:30 p.m. Senior recitals with clarinetist
Susan Caraway; Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Performing Arts Hall, free
•6:30 p.m. Andrew Perkins and Bryan
Morgan guitarists: Mugsy·s Hideout; ends
at 9 p.m.
•9 p.m. Dan Cohen guitarist; The Big
Apple

Sunday ·
•3:30 p.m. Senior Recital with baritone
Adam Denison: Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Performing Arts Hall, free
•S p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman
House; Newman Center, free

If you would like an event to appear
the This Week section. fill out a form
in the Murray State News office at lll
~
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March 30

p.m. A caller off campus
requested information about a
post made on the Internet. The
•S p.m. Residential College Association
call was referred to the Murray
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
Police Department.
students may share issues; open to the
3:08 p.m. An officer from the Biolpublic
ogy Building parking lot checked
on a person who was sleeping in a
vehicle. The student was waiting
on a friend.
•ll a.m. Stude~t Nutrition Association
ll:SO p.m. An officer from 16th
Fundraiser: Empty Bowls; Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge; ends at 2 p.m., $10 , Street near Alexander Hall
requested the the street depart•5 p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
ment to put a lighted barricade by
Curds Center Barkley Room; students
a hole in the street. The Murray
may share issues; open to the public
Police Department was notified.
•6 p.m. An Evening with Anthony Plog;
The street department said it
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Performing
would check the street on Friday.
Arts Hall, free
L-()9

Tuesday

Wednesday

,
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•9 a.m. FFA Field Day: Expo Center; Call
809-3125
•4 p.m. Hump Night-Study Night; Curds
Center Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Center, free
•4 p.m. Carillon concert; Lovett Auditorium, free
•4:30 p.m. All Campus Sing; Steps of
Lovett; open to the public, free
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; .Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public
•S p.m. Dinner; Newman House, free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater

Thursday
•4 p.m. Omicron Sigma Kappa's Rebate
Night; Backyard Burgers; save receipts
and place in boxes; ends at 8 p.m.
•S p.m. Chany Suarez Argentinan singer;
Price Doyle Performing Arts Hall Farrell
Recital Hall. free
•7 p.m. Gov. Steve Beshear Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture; Curris
Center Theater, free
•7:30 p.m. "Tartuffe" French Renaissance
play; Price Doyle Performing Arts Hall
Johnson Theater, Murray State students
free, faculty, staff and AARP members $8,
adults $10
•8 p.m. the provost concert featuring the
wind ensemble; Lovett Auditorium, free

April4
12:06 a.m. An officer between 14th
and 15th streets issued a citaqon
to Kirby D. Brown, freshman
from Crestwood, Ky .. for disregarding a stop sign and not having a license or owner's vehicle
insurance.
8:S5 a.m. A caller reported vandal·
ism in the mall and Quad areas for
stickers placed on University
property. An officer took a report.
1:45 p.m. A student went to
retrieve items from the Public
Safety lost and found and reported that they were missing money
from their wallet. An officer took
a report for theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
11;40 p.m. An officer at Southwood Drive arrested Laura A.
Poirier, nonstudent from Murray,
for driving under the influence in
the first degree.

Coming Up
•Murray Madness - 7:30 p.m.; April 21; Hart Col·

leQe Lawn. free
•Thursday Night Grind with Kellyn Robisonand
Audrey Wilson - 9p.m.; April 24; Hart Thorough·
brewed Cafe. free

AprilS
2:47 a.m. A caller from College
Courts said people living in the
200 Block were being loud. The
residence director was notified.
10:21 a.m. A caller from Pocket's
Shell gas station reported a University employee was in a Murray
State vehicle accident without
injuries. Transportation Services
was notified. An officer took a
report.
6:46 p.m. A fire alarm was activated at Regents College. Central
Plant, the Murray Fire Department, the Office of £nvironmental Safety and Health and the state
fire marshall were notified. The

~ p.g~.

A caller ftom the Gener-

al Services parJting lot said a vehicle had sti~ notes attached to it.
An officer said
appeared normal.

everything

activation was caused by overcooked popcorn. An officer took a
report.

AprilS
April6
12:23 a.m. A resident adviser at
Hester College reponed a fight
on the second floor. Emergency
Medical Services was notified
and transported one person to an
emergency room, but the person
did not want treatment once at
the hospital. An officer returned
the person to Hester College.
4:16 a.m. An officer at Franklin
College checked on a blinking
light inside the college. Murray
State Police issued a citation to
William C. Quick, freshman from
Lexington, Ky., for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
7:19 p .m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Laura E.
Chambers, senior from Russellville, Ky., for disregarding a stop
sign and driving with a suspended
or revoked driver's license. A
licensed driver came to get the
vehicle.

April7
4:52 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a transformer in
front of the 900 block making
noise and creating smoke. A sec·
ond caller saw no smoke, but
heard the noise. Central Plant was
notified.
5:08 p.m. An officer from north of
New Clark College issued a citation to Ryan Geib, nonstudent
from Louisville, Ky., for having an
expired vehicle registration.
5:12p.m. A caller from Waterfield
library requested a clean-up
crew for the women's restroom
on the main level. Central Plant
was notified.
6:SS p.m. Kentucky State Police,
west of Roy Stewart Stadium.
received a 9ll call concerning a
fight. Police checked the area.
People in the area said they did
not see a fight. The people

PIN System To Be Used For Fall Sign-up
FAQ's
Starting April 8, through July 16,
2008 all students wi II register for
t heir fall 2008 meal plans on the
PIN system. After completing
class registration simply go the
PIN system site and log on. Once
there select OPTION 11:
1. Select Parking Permit

2. Select Shield
3. Select Meal Plans
Follow instructions for
Selecting your meal plan
based upon your academic
status.

Meal Plans
Shield
Parking

Don't Forget to Sign-up

involved in the fight were gone
upon officer's arrival.

1. How do I find out about Fall 2008
Proposed Meal Plans?

6o to the Food Service
WEBSITE at: www. murraystate. edu/
foodservices
2 . What wi II the new meal plans
cost for fall 20087
The 2008-09 Meal Plan rates
have not yet been approved by the
Board of Regents . It is our intention
to post the rates as soon as we have
confirmation that they have been approved .
3. Why are the meal plans changing this
year?
The meal plans are changing this
year to add flexibility to plan use for
meal plan customers.
4. What meal plan do I have to pur
chase?
Freshman and sophomores living in the
Residential Colleges are required to
purchase a minimum of the 125/250
Block Plan or the 180 Plan

4:25 p.m. A caller from the Old
Fine Arts building found a scooter in the bushes near the building.
The caller said the scooter had
been there for two days. A Central Plant worker moved the
scooter to the Public Safety bike
rack. An officer took a report.
7:34 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
reported a vehicle parked in the
short-term parking lot, north of
Winslow Dining Hall, for a week.
Racer Patrol was unable to contact the owner for a week. The
owner was not contacted.
8:27 p.m. The residence director
at Elizabeth College requested an
officer check on a resident. The
resident said · he or she was
stressed about grades and did not
wish to harm theirself. An officer
took a report.

April9
10:25 a.m. An officer issued a citation to Bryce M. Dalrymple,
junior from Mt. Vernon, Ill., for
not yielding to a pedestrian at
16th and Olive Streets.
7:10 p.m. Murray State Police
issued Steven Jeffrey Ehrhardt,
sophomore from St. Louis, Mo.,
was issued a citation for robbery
in the second degree for knocking
down a Racer Patrol officer at
College Circle and taking the officer's ticket books.
ll:l9 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a Murray State
employee smelled like alcohol.
The person was referred to their
supervisor who sent the employee home. An officer took a report.
Motorist assists- 1
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1
Robin I>helps compiles J>olice Beat
with materials Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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LOVETT

HOUSING

From Pagel

From Pagel

surface, rest ju:;t beyond
the stage where adoring
fans congregate toward the
end of an electrifying concert.
Contrary to
rumors
about the width und depth
of the pit, a tour under·
neath Lovett led by Direc·
tor of Facilit il•s Management Kim Ontman shnwl·d
the former pit was about
four-feet wide and onefoot del.'p. The actual floor
is constructl'd of sturdy
wood measuring about two
inches in width and is supported by a number of
brick-based pillars, steel
beams and sub-flooring.
Despite the age of the
building and the age of the
wood used to construct the
support systl•m beneath the
floo r.
Oatman
said
Wednesday
engineers
deemed the floor struc·
turally sound. Facilities
Management, however, is
further investigating the
situation.

The movement of the SOyear-old wooden floor,
hmvever, is no secret and
Pittman said crowd control
is a concern.
T<1 help contain the
crowd, a minimum of four
RSFC crew members are
positioned on the stage,
while two crew leaders and
four ushers control the
lower level of seating. One
crew member and two ushers oversee the balcony
seating area.
" It is a (safety) concern .
to some extent, and that's
why we try to keep folks in
their scats and try to keep
them in that back area,"
Pittman said.
"I have not heard of any
confirmed problems with
that floor. It's more along
the lines of just a precau·
tionary measure that we
typically take - we would
do the same thing at RSEC."

Autumn Boaz can be
reached at autumn.boaz
@munaystate.edu.
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putting all that aside, the fact is that the
amenities arc greater, and I'd say in the
last 10 years, th is shift has picked up."
In Murray's case, Siegel said gr oups like
Corridor Ventures and Campus Apartments see aspects in both the campus and
outlying community that hint at a wise
environment for investment.
"The city of Murray seems like a very
cohesive market," Siegel said. "T he school

st.>cms very dynamic, the leadership at the
school is very impressive. ami I think it
has promise of growth."
Luke Jenkins. freshman from Paducah,
Ky .• plans to stay in Murray Juring the
summer and into t~11l 2008. While Jenkins
decided against an apartment complex
close to campus, he said the complexes
offered attractive facilities and impressive
benefits. After seeing the other housing

options available. Jenkins said he sees
competition in Murray's housing market.
"A new apartment complex would have ;
to not only be new and appealing like ~
Campus Suites. but also very affordable," ··
Jenkins said. "That was something I was r
looking for when consider ing apart- ,
ments-something inexpensive."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at d:w- .,

ton. vertrccs@murraystatc.cdu.
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From Pagel
do," Randy said. "By definition
of being a Cubs fan, you diss
the Cards, and vice versa."
Both agree, however, one of
the most memorable moments
in baseball was Mark MeGwire's and Sam my Sosa's
home run race in 1998.
"Probably the most interest
I had in watching it was when
MeG wire and Sosa were doing
their homerun derby.'' Randy
said. "You watched it because
it was a classic Cards/Cubs
rivalry. I think everyone w.as

j

kind of following it to see what
would happen."
Ronda said the Cardinals'
2006 World Series victory also
sticks out in her mind. But as
far as the Cubs taking the pennant this year, Randy said the
chances arc slim to none due
to their inauspicious start and
mediocre pitching.
"I think it's going to be real
tough for them. But as a Cubs
fan, you don't worry nearly :ls
much about that anymore,"
Randy said. "You're a fan.

You' re a Cubs fan through
thick and thin and you love to
win but you are kind of accommodated to the fact that it
probably isn't going to happen
in your lifetime, so you enjoy
it for what it is."
Though Randy said neither
arc extreme fans and haven't
attended many professional
sporting events, the couple
tenus to occasionally have
games on while at home (pay·
ing more attention to the bigger ones).

But with the purchase of a
condo in Chicago, the couple
hopes to attend a few games at
Wrigley Field this year since
Ronda has never bl•cn. The
couple also has yet to attend a
game at the new Busch Stadiu~
So, Busch Stadium or
Wrigley Field?
Said Ronda: "It's a toss up
which one we get to first."
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Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily. wuchncr
@murr.1ystatc.edu.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Monday, April I4 • ''Guess Who's Coming to Dinner'' • 6 p.m.
Tuesday, April IS • ''Ratatouille'' • 7:30 p.m.
Syonsored 6y S(i.J\

Wednesday, April I6 • ''End ol the Spear'' • 9 p.m.
Syonsored 6y Cfirist .J\mbassaaors

Friday, April IS • ''Coal Miner's Daughter'' • 6:45 p.m.
Live 1¥ebcast witfi Tom X ickman- 6:4sy.m . - 7:1sy.m.
Movie - 7:15 y .m .

Saturday, April I9 • ''There Will Be Blood'' • 7:30 p.m.
Presented by Cin em a Internationa{
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Buckling under too much pressure
Big crowd safety concerns
during concerts in Lovett
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Politicians afraid to let public vote

what do you think•••
do students' opinions impact changes in tuition ?

Casinos could create more positives for ~entucky

"I think they take them into consideration,
but they'll change the tuition regardless."

In My
Opinion

Brad Ehlers • Waterloo, Ill.
senior

"Honestly, I don't think so. I'd like to think
so. but when there's a need for funds, the
University will do what it has to in order
to get them. ·
Jenny Meier ·lexington, Ky.
junior
fl

Aaron

Heck yes they do, because if tuition is
increased, students will be less likely to
come to the school. Finance is a big
factor in choosing a college."

Weare
Aaron Weare is the
Sports Editor for
the Murray State
News from
Evansville, Ind. to

Shelby Good lad • Franklin, Ky.
freshman
"Yes, because the students can choose
whether or not to go to Murray State."
Taylor Clements • Wilmore, Ky.
sophomore
Marla Moore/The New!o
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"What's going on here?" you may be asking
yourself right now. "Why is the sports editor
doing a political commentary?" In all honesty,
this normally wouldn't happen. Politics are
important to me, I listen to candidates and I
vote. But rarely is there a topic that makes me
feel like standing on a soapbox and giving my
two cents.
Kentucky, however, has gone and given me a
topic J want to talk about outside of sports. The
casino amendment that died on the vine in the
state House really got under my skin and I'll
give you a few reasons why.
As a sports guy, I'd like to draw a reasonable
analogy to this situation from the sports world.
Recently, my beloved Indiana Hoosiers (yes I
am from Indiana but I spend 10 months out of
my year here in the Bluegrass State) bad a situation with their former Head Coach Kelvin
Sampson. He was caught cheating for a second
time and fired, as be should have been.
I thought it was funny that Hoosier fans were
up in arms saying, "We don't like cheaters, we
never have and we never will." If you notice, it
was Sampson's second time cheating. He was a
cheater when Indiana hired the guy. So that
holier-than-thou attitude was plain ridiculous.
Don't hire a cheater and then say you don't like
cheaters.
Kentucky is in a similar situation. A large portion of this state's economy is founded on vice
bases of income. By that I mean, look at the No.
1 cash crop in Kentucky - tobacco.
They're not making tobacco cakes, they're
making cigarettes, but that's OK. right? That
vice isn't as big a deal as gambling. It only kills
more people through heart disease and cancer
every year than all other diseases. No, gambling
is morally reprehensible, right?
let's take a closer look at this holier-than-

the news editorial board
Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief • 809-68n
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

www.thenews.oro

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News.
While the crowd at the Ben Folds concert this Monday rocked
and swayed to eclectic tunes, so did the floor on which it was
standing.
Lovett Auditorium, originally built in 1928, has gone through
many changes over 80 years, but filling in the orchestra pit in
front of the stage wasn't one of them.
The floor in front of the stage is the equivalent to a few layers
of plywood fashioned together over a hollow 12-inch drop to the
orchestra pit below. The pit is only about four-feet wide, but if
the floor were to give. injuries could be inflicted on anyone
standing above.
Lovett is a community hall that hosts various events from
plays to speakers to debates and concerts, every year.
The Ben Folds concert sold more than 1,000 tickets. While
Lovett Auditorium has capacity of 2,352, the floor directly in
front of the stage was never intended for concert use.
During the middle of the concert, security let adoring fans
move up to the stage to enjoy the band up close, one of the
draws of having a concert in the intimate setting of Lovett.
Even though the four security guards at the concert tried to
get the audience to move back from the stage, most of the
crowd didn't budge. Jason Pittman, Regional Special Events
Center facilities manager, said rules vary for how many security guards are required for various types of music. But, four
obviously wasn't enough to make a difference at the Ben Folds
concert.
Lovett has passed an engineer's safety inspection, and editors
at The Murray State News took a look at the buildings support
structure, Wednesday. The wood appeared to have no additional wear uncommon for a building of it's age, but the inspection was for normal use - not for hundreds of screaming fans
jumping up and down on an 80-year-old floor. It is an issue that
will be futher evaluated by Facilities Management.
Most concert-goers are unaware of the structure of the building and may be surprised to learn of the possible safety threat
created by over-packing the auditorium.
The Murray State News commends the RSEC staff (which
organizes events and manages Lovett) and facilities management for quick action in looking into the floor stability to
ensure the safety of the audience which supports its events and
organization.
There is no reason an audience shouldn't have peace of mind
to know when they are getting down at a concert, they don't
have to worry about falling down.

thou attitude. look at the Unbridled Spirit logo
on the Kentuck-y license plate. That's a thoroughbred horse right in the middle. Kentuckians love their horses, but many of these horses,
especially those that go for millions of dollars,
are used on horse tracks. Track builders aren't
building bigger tracks because people just love
to see the pretty horses.
People are gambling (gasp). Wait a second;
gambling has been going on in Kentucky
already? And the state has made money on it for
years? Wow, that sounds crazy. For crying out
loud, Murray State's mascot is the Racers (or
Thoroughbreds, if you're a baseball fan}. Horse
"racers" typically race for money.
The state of Kentucky relies on the horse racing community for all kinds of jobs: breeders,
trainers. track workers - the list goes on and on.
But nine casinos throughout the state would
cause all hell to break loose.
The Kentucky budget is beaded down the
tubes and fast. The fiscal predictions during the
next three years aren't promising for the state,
as projections are pointing to anywhere from
$300 million to $500 million annually in deficits.
The projected revenue from casinos could
offset that to the tune of a projected $500-$650
million. That could offset the proposed cuts in
education and the other financially-forced state
actions, like releasing non-violent and/or nonsexual felons from prison six months before
their sentence is up.
Basically, all that I'm asking is to allow this
argument to go to the voting taxpayers. Let
them decide. If the amendment is shot down,
great, I'll shut up. But when it passes, detractors
should shut their mouths. People are going to
exercise vices - it's the nature of humans. So
why not help pull Kentucky out of its fiscal
quagmire?
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

Anal Retentive vs.
Procrastination Champion
Robin
Phelps

Jason
Morrow

Assistant
News Editor

Staff
writer

Alison
Mugler
Staff
writer

"With 10 being a neat freak,
I'd have to say I'm about a
seven. I know when I need to
be a neat freak and when I
can be a complete mess."

"You could say I'm somewhere
around the happy median. My
mess is organized and I'm only
messy when I'm super busy."

"I always try to be neat, but
it never really turns out that
way ..."

"I take each day one at a time - I
guess you could see me as a procrastinator, but I like to think of it
as creative incubation.
I live on to-do lists."

"';:'~·•· •

"Probably George of the Jungle
because I'm kind of crazy at
times, but when it come down
to it I can settle down and get
things organized."

"Steve from 'Blues Clues.' He
always has his handy dandy
notebook - so organized."

one to
one being a complete mess, rd
fall somewhere between eight
and nine. Like Ben Franklin
said, 'A place for everything,
and everything in its place."'

"Dr. Robert Neville (from 'I
"Garfield. If he were human,
he would be me."

Am Legend'). I have a method

of organization that suits me
and my needs. But I might not
be quite as strict about my
organization as he was.''
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Yolunteeri~g: personally rewarding,
In My

Opinion

Andrew

Beckman
Andrew Beckman is
a philosophy major
from Louisville, Ky.

Volunteering is something to do
when the economy is stable. Volunteering comes later in life. Volunteering thrives through the veins when life
gets figured out. That's how I always
viewed it. Devoting time takes sacrifice, and it's through this sacrifice that
new perspectives are born. The outcome of this devotion - to one's sense
of civic duty codifies personal ethics.
Volunteering helps direct college
students to a more firm moral standing
because it applies the maxims, the
convictions and the proverbs people
like to discuss and teach as their words
float through the air above them. rm
not advocating people drop everything
and rush to the nearest kids camp or
homeless shelter.
I am an inadequate authority to
stake the claim of placing more
emphasis on volunteering than school,
sports or social networking. I am
merely suggesting that in the midst of
a student's hectic journey which
builds a personal identity, one should
puncture his/her life with a short
duration of volunteering. I am also an
inadequate source on the various volunteering opportunities available. I
have, however, been exposed to children's camps.
Phi Kappa Tau's national philanthropy Association of Hole in the Wall
Camps, frrst introduced me to the idea
of volunteering.
Hole in the Wall Camps provide
children with serious illnesses and life

community valued

threatening conditions a chance to forget they have what they have, if even
for a weekend. Children with cancer;
sickle cell anemia, HIVI AIDS and
many other conditions travel to camp
pro bono to experience the simple joys
of childhood, without compromising
any of their medical needs thanks to
high-quality medical care. Clint Cobb,
a brother in the fraternity, spent a
summer at one of the camps, Camp
Boggy Creek in Eustis, Fla.
My first discussion with him was a
jumble of short-clipped stories and
names I didn't know, all veiled by a
smile I was familiar with but for reasons incomprehensible to me.
Later, I would learn a quote which
resonates in my head to this day:
"There's a circle encompassing camp,
a:nd the people looking in can't understand, and the people looking out can't
explain." David Hume, a famous
empiricist criticized the idea that we
could be certain about anything outside of our experience. I believe this
holds true now, and especially with
these camps.
I made up my mind to spend just
one week volunteering the summer of
2007 with Clint and another fraternity
brother, Marshall Toy. J went to play
with some kids, but I wouldn't have
gone without my friends.
Some may accuse me of weakness
for not attending camp without a
sense of security, but the way I saw it,
the more comfortable I am, the better

keep your pants on

Photographer

"When I can, I plan in advance
for homework assignments,
work and everyth ing else. But
sometimes it's more fun to just
tackle things as they come."

"I p lan to work
under pressure."

Cheaters:

Marla
Moore

Would you say you work under pressure·pr plan ev~rything 'in ~dvance?
"I think I'm a healthy combination of both. I try to plan as
much as I can in advance, but
I always come across things
that force me to work under
pressure."

Zani~
__...OCU ~

suited I will be in screaming ridiculous
cheers, dancing after meals, exerting
high energy and redirecting techniques dawn to dusk. Two hours after
the campers arrived, a sense of what
was cool evaporated into the suffocating humidity of Florida.
No longer was I concerned with
anything except the innocence these
children deserve and the annihilation
of any dark thoughts seeping through
the onslaught of positive support
being delivered.
Marshall and Clint joke with me
about how camp is contagious. I don't
know if I'll ever be able to explain that
truth. I would like to suggest in the
depths of human nature, people want
to help others through struggles
against death, an absolute quality of
life.
I know of horrible evil happening to
good people, and wonderful blessings
happening to bad people. Fairness isn't
an issue with the rational order of our
world. I went to camp expecting to
help change a child's life and had no
idea that mine would change, too.
I strongly advocate that through volunteering, whether it is at a children's
camp or a food drive, the moral self of
an individual grows to an understanding - an understanding that helps execute decisions, healthy and moral
decisions.
AU people have hardships. Helping
them through it, affects lives on all
sides.

Lust: that animal
instinct that lives in all
of us. It drives our
most primal urges to
rip off our clothes and
eventually procreate
to further the human
race. Lust shouldn't
necessarily
be
a
shameful or induce
negative feelings. It's
completely
natural
since the days of the
.___ _ _ ___) cavemen, but it sometimes gets a bad rap.
Alaina
Some
of the human
Zanin
race lets lust dictate
it's actions with complete disregard for the people in their
lives they supposedly love.
For years, we've seen our politicians'
persoqal lives splattered all over the
headlines.
Revolutionary War-time newspaper
articles rumored George Washington had
extramarital affairs.
Thomas Jefferson was accused of having sex with both his wife's half-sister and ·
his slave.
Alexander Hamilton publicly confessed
to an extramarital affair.
Who could forget the Bill Clinton and
Monica Lewinski sex scandal, which
brought both of them to their knees.
The most recent, and surely not the last
politician, to ever lie to the public and his
wife is former New York Gov. Eliot
Spitzer regarding his connection to a
~
high-priced prostitution ring.
They make headl,ines because of their ·
prominence, but they are not so different •
from 22 percent of men and 15 percent of ·
women who admitted to cheating at least ~
once, according to a survey oflO,OOO people conducted over two decades by the
University of Chicago.
So, why do they stray?
Well there are a variety of reasons the
1 experts and non-experts attribute to the
human tendency to believe the grass "
might be a little greener on the other side.
Both men and women say they cheat •
because it is exciting, but usually their
reasoning differs.
Men say they want more sex, more satisfying sex and variety • that so-called
spice of 1ife.
Women cheat for emotional reasons,
for attention, to be reassured of their
desirability or because they fell in love
with someone else.
There usually isn't one reason why a
partner strays from a relationship and
there is no blanket profile of the typical
cheater.
Many studies fmd it can happen early
or late in a relationship, married or
unmarried, kids or childless. man or
woman, young or old and rich or poor there are really no factors to dictate if a
person is likely to cheat or not.
How do 78 percent of men and 85 percent of women still believe in monogamous relationships?
It's called self control.
Of course we all have crushes, fantasies
and urges, but you are not supposed to
think with the id part of your brain on a
regular basis.
Here's the deal, no situation is completely black and white.
There are many things that go into
making a relationship strong, like trust,
open communication and a healthy sex
life. Cheating and lying will only leave
you with stress, guilt and a glass facade of
a relationship that could shatter at any
moment.
It won't solve your problems, only add
more to your load - yes, even if they
never find out Your guilt will sit in the
pit of your stomach and eventually eat
you alive.
Find someone who can hold your attention. If the person you are with doesn't, at
least most of the time, then maybe you
are not with the right person.
One 31-year-old survey respondent
explained why he has never cheated better than I can.
"She is the love of my life," he said.
"I've searched for years to find her and I
would never want to ruin what took so
long to fmd."
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
The Murray State News. She can be
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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Students hit roadblocks with
high school, college graduation

Administrators prepare for possible low student entry
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
Many remember their ambitions
of being a doctor, astronaut or a
fire fighter, but somewhere
between the time of these adolescent dreams and a few months
before high school graduation, a
fork in the road of after-high school
life is presented.
As the nation and higher education institutions like Murray State
struggle with a decreasing pool of
high school graduates. the number
of incoming college freshmen is
affected as well.
According to the Kentucky
Department of Education's Office
of Assessment and Accountability's
graduation rate data for 2006,
about 82 percent of high school stu-

dents in Kentucky graduate
and receive their
diplomas.
This means
among a senior
class of 300 students, 51 would
not graduate.
"High school
students are disRandy Dunn affected ... Many
President
will look for
other
avenues
and other outlets
to spend their time," University
President Randy Dunn said.
Within this subjectively high number of non-graduating high school
vo;eniors, Dunn said many factors are
present.
·:n·s a hugely complicated prob-

lem and it doesn't have one
answer," Dunn said.
Though Dunn said he could not
give a specific reason why the number of graduating Kentucky seniors
is low, he did say this statistic docs
affect Murray State.
Director of School Relations,
Paul Radke said the University recognizes this problem and is implementing many programs to remedy
the graduation decrease.
"Kentucky bas always had an
issue with {high school) graduation
rates and college-bound percentile
rates," Radke said. "The majority of
Murray State students are first-generation college-bound students."
With programs like Roads Scholars, Adventures in Math and Science, Gear Up and Upward Bound,
in addition to on-campus program-

ming for prospective students,
Radke said school relations is doing
more to reach, target and expose
high school students to higher education at Murray State.
"We concentrate our University
efforts to assist K-12 curriculum
development, academic support to
resources and enrichment programs," Radke said.
As the University recruits heavily within its 18 objective regions,
Radke said the importance of outreach to families is key as well.
The Murray State document
"Reporting on progress achieved
on strategic goals 2005-2006" outlines the institutional goals of educating parents and developing a
better written and oral way to
clearly specify the goals and assets
of Murray State.

With the University goal of dou. bling the number of baccalaureates
by 2020, Radke said the University
will continue to work diligently on
the issue despite budget cutbacks.
Said Radke: "Frankfort talks
about how important education is,
but every year cuts are made,"
Radke said.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phclps@ murraystatt•.cdu.
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Upcoming graduates anticipate unsteady economy, job market
Mia Walters
Staff writer
With 232.000 American jobs
already cut this year, college students graduating this spring wiU
face a highly competitive job market, economics and finance chair
David Brasfield said.
The unemployment rate in the
United States is 5.1 p~rcent, the lowest since the wake o(hurricane Katrina, according to the U.S. Department of Labor.
·
Talk of a recession has been
looming, Brasfield said. "College
graduates should be worried," Brasfield said. "Typically during a recession that first job is hard to come
by."
A recession is defined as a sixmonth decline in the production of
goods and services of an economy

or the gross domestic product,
Brasfield said.
This usually occurs every five-10
years in a business cycle. Sufficient
economic data is accumulated by
July to officially confirm what is
already suspected, Brasfield said.
While a recession has an impact
on the entire job market, the financial services industry has been most
affected.
''It's basically a white-collar
recession," he said
Education is another area that
sees change during a recession,
Brasfield said.
"College graduates are more likely to pursue a masters degree to
make themselves more sellable," he
•
said.
"Also, more high school graduates will go to college because ...
fewer blue-collar jobs available."

In order to become a more viable
competitor in a recessive job market, there are a few tactics that current college students can employ,
Brasfield said.
"Definitely look for internship,
because they often lead to jobs," he
said.
"Work closely with career services too. 1 mean, there are jobs
available, and you want to do everything you can to build yourself up."
Senior LeeAnna Green, an
accounting major from Mayfield,
Ky., said she has noticed the pressure of the economy on her peers."
"My class is definitely concerned," she said. "We're hearing
stories from our friends who have
already graduated and are having
serious problems fin din~ a job."
Green said she started her job
search early and was offered full-

time employment at a company
where she interned. This one of
several proactive methods she
used.
"Employers like to see a personality along with the grades, so I just
wanted to make sure that showed
up on my resume."
Brasfield said some majors, like
accounting, are in greater demand
than others.
"If you can gear your own major
toward those (in demand) you can
increase your chances of getting
hired - like a sociology major going
into marketing," he said.
Brasfield advises students to tailor their majors to successful jobs.
Said Brasfield: "You want to look
at those industries with demand
and get on a track towards them."
Mia Walters can be reached
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.
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NEED EQUIPMENT
FOR A WEEKEND
CAMPING TRIP?
•

Healthy Horse Outfitters can equip
you with the quality gear you need
participate in MOST adventures.

Rings,
aod•ore
.. ~~/~·
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270.556.3751
For every penny weight in gold $1.00 will be donated to

Murray State University.
On campus at the Curris Center in front of the Sugar Cube
Tuesday, AprillS from 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

canoes
kayaks
fishing rods
packs
tents
To

~

sleeping bags
coolers
stoves
much more

vi~w

a full list of equipment, along with per-day,
weekend and week pricing, go to
www.murraystate.edu/wellness_center or stop by Healthy
Horse Outfitters at the Susan 8. Bauernfeind Student
Recreation and Wellness
(270) 809 - 6000

or

(270) 809 - 6010

Equipment rentals are available to all MSU students, faculty and staff.
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Honors Program names new director
Clayton Vertrees

the Com-

Staff writer

m· o n -

Warren
Edminster,
Dean of the Common·
wealth Honors Academy
will continue Mark Malinauskas work ns the new
director of Murray State
University's Honors Pro·
gram.
Through his present
position, Edminster said
he feels confi4ent in working with budgets, faculty,
recruitment, advising and
other issues tied with his
past and future responsibilities. Communication
between Edminster and
Malinauskas through their
respective work with the
Commonwealth llonors
Academy and Honurs Program have also given the
two clear ideas of the
demands of both titles.
"I think the issues that
came up with working for

wealth
Honors
Academy have
rea 11 y
prepared
ml·
to
deal with
"-----..---'the kinds
Mark
of
Malinauskas demands
Current Honors of . runl'rugram Director n 1 n · g
so m ·cthing like the Honors Pro·
gram," E'dminster said.
"So. I am not worried
about the day-to-day operations, but I am a little nervous about the current
state of the honors program,"
Many of the greatest
issues facing the honors
program come in response
to what Edminster said
have been record growth

While
Malinauskas,
present
director
of the
honors
p r o gram,
said he
d o e s
Warren
not nec·
Edminster essarlly
New Honors k n ~ w
Program Director EdmJ?ster s
plans for office, the creation of a separate honors
college seems to him the
next step forward for the
program.
"This is a national trend
that honors programs are
becoming
colleges,"
Malinauskas said. "In
becoming a college, the
honors program would not
have to ·rely on various
departments to borrow

rates under Malinauskas'
direction.
"The faculty who have
worked in the Honors Program through the years
have done a marvelous job
of developing a wonderful
curriculum, and a wonderful model for student and
professor relationships,"
Edminster said. ''I think we
are experiencing growing
pains, and with a program
like ours that's a great
problem to have."
For some students,
Edminster snid issues with
scheduling create enough
anxiety that they choose to
leave the honors program
altogether. In such cases,
students who need to take
science lab classes at a certain times during the week
might have to choose
between missing · an honors requirement or a
course in a sequence lab
course.

classrooms, and could
identify its own space."
Malinauskas said he sees
a need to institutionalize
the Honors Program and
bring it on par with exist·
ing University depart·
ments and colleges. Not
only could a separate honors college enhance Murray State's academic repu·
tation, it could also prove a
significant
recruiting
device, he said.
"A separate honors col·
lege would allow the
bright students emerging
from high ~chools to sec
what Murray has done to
provide a cha!ienging cdu·
cation for them," Malin·
auskas said. "It would provide a challenging educa·
tion for them and an
enriching
educational
experience."
Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at james.vertrees@
murraystate.edu.

Officials consider building campus-wide bike paths
Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer
Some students who walk tu
class may know the clicking sound
of a bike chain all too well.
Some report incidents with
reckless bicycle riders who speed
around campus, swerving and
dodging pedestrians left and right.
Because of this need for a definite
bike path around Murray State's
campus is being examined by th<.'
Student Government Association.
"All around the residential col·
leges I see full bike racks, and
know that there is a significant
population of students that have
bikes," SGA President Eric King
said. "To accommodate the needs
of (students who ride bikes) we
need an organization or strudure
to get riders through crowds
going to and from classes."
The principle goal of a campus
bike path would be tu keep pedes·
trians out of danger and help the
flow of both pcdestrhtn "'and biker
traffic, King said.
"Even if it is a sidewalk that bik-

"We want to take care of the needs where they
are actually happening, and that is what we are
doing here."
-Eric King
Student Government President
crs
usc and that is accessible to them, the danger to pedes·
trians would be reduced," he said.
James Combs, a junior civil
engineering major from New·
burgh. ind.. and president of the
Murray State cycling team,
echoed King's sentiments.
"1 see a need for bike paths on
campus because pedestdans don't
like people on bikes, while riders
think pedestrians get in the way,
and both have to share the same
space," Combs said.
If pedestrian and bike traffic
were divided, it would allow rid·
crs to get to their dest inations
faster .without having to worry
about pedestrians getting ln the
way and potentially getting hurt,

Combs said.
Beyond merely on-campus bike
paths. some students said they
want to sec bicycle lanes around
town.
"If you have an infrastructure
specifically for this purpose, more ·
people are likely to be bike rid·
ing," Taylor March, a freshman
environmental engineering major
from St. Louis, Mo., and member
of the cycling team said. "For
example, they would see the
structure is there on roads and at
stop lights."
Combs said people who choose
to ride bikes both in town and on
campus save a significant amount
of gas, money and time.
The fact that bike riders may

flthft •lat'[ to
t

'- •

.
le Spa.al

not feel safe on the roads is a hindrance, Combs said.
"I think more people would be
encouraged to ride bikes if there
were designated paths," Combs
said. "Especially going to campus
from apartments in town, biking is
quicker and more environmental·
ly friendly than driving. I would
say that bike paths to campus and
off of campus arc more impor·
tant."
King said a task force may be
formed in the ncar future. eventually becoming a permanent operation toward having a more bicy·
clc-friendly campus.
"Student input is very important
in this matter," King said. "I would
like to get the cycling team
involved in some aspects of the
process, as well as the common
student who uses their bike to get
to class. We want to take care .of
the needs where they are actually
happening, and that is what we are
doing here."
Hailey Kercheval can be reached
at hailey.kercheval(wmurraystate.
edu.
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Across campus
Governor visits campus
Gov. Steve Beshear will be on campus 7
p.m. Thursday in the Curris Center The·
ater to speak as part of the Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture Series.
The event is free and open to the public.
Beshcar will discuss issues affecting
Kentucky now and in the future. The lee·
turc is sponsored by the department of
government and international affairs.
Political science society Pi Sigma Alpha
will also provide support.

Cobb named dean
Steve Cobb will be approved for the
Dean of the College of Science, Engineer·
ing and Technology position at the Board
of Regents meeting May 16.
Cobb is now chair for the engineering
and physics department and will assume
his new duties July 1.
Cobb began working at Murray State in
1988 and has been chair for his depart·
mcnt since 1994. He was a NASA 1991
Summer Faculty Fellow and a Fulbright
Scholar at Moscow State Pedagogical
University in Moscow. Russia during the
1995-96 school year. He alSo worked to
bring the Moonbuggy Competition to
Murray State.

Ensemble presents concert
The Murray State Wind Ensemble will
present the Provost's Concert at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Lovett Auditorium.
The concert will feature the world premier of "Mini-Variations" by composer
Anthony Plog, ..yho will be at the perfor·
mance. Students will also play pieces by
James Barnes and Dmitri Shostakovich.
Ross Bolen, director of Murray Playhouse
in the Park, will also be featured during
the concert.

Society sponsors debate
Omicron Delta Kappa honor society
will hold a debate involving Student Government Association candidates at 7:30
p.m. in Wrather Auditorium.
President, vice president, secretary and
treasurer candidates will speak, but students may ask the vice presidential and
presidential candidates questions.

Correction
In the April 4 edition of the Murray
State News two errors were made in
police beat. At 11:36 a.m. March 28. a
caller reported harassment in Faculty
Hall. At 1:32 p.m. March 31, a vehicle in
front of the wellness center was broken
into.
The News regrets the errors.

Brinn's
Full Service Garage
• Brakes ·Tune ups • Oil Changes •
• AIC Service • Tires • Batteries •
·Belts ·Alternators ·Radiator Flush •

Free Estimates
Ask about our free transportation policy
Monday - Friday 8 am. - 5:30 p.m. and SabJrday 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

(270) 759-0003 507 S. 12th Street • Murray, KY
Voted favorite place for oil change in
Callo\vay County for 3 years in a ro\v!

Los Portal1s
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Mexican Restaurant
for b Years"
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Murray Place Apartments
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Murray State students
help children in need
Amanda Crider
Staff w riter
Most kids in elementary school look
forward to the weekend as time to have
fun and take a break from school. For a
number of children in Calloway County,
however, the weekend means no guarantee of food for two days.
The Backpack Program is an answer to
this problem. Sponsored by Needline.
the program begins this month and will
attempt to provide students in need with
food during the weekend.
T onia Casey. director of N eedline, said
she was first made aware of children
without food last year.
"About a year ago, I had a few people
come in and tell me about the Backpack
Program.'' Casey said. "They said that
there were children in their neighborhoods who were going hungry."
Casey researched the program in other
areas of the country and then presented
the idea to the Board of Education,
which approved the program for Calloway County.
Casey said they arc anticipating at
least 100 children to be a part of the program.
Robin Taffler, coordinator for Roads
Scholars and the Center for Service
Learning and Civic Engagement. is a
member of the Community Concerns
and Needs group and said she was
shocked when she learned so many chit·
dren have no food at home.
"The scary thing about this to me is
we have children who arc going hungry
in Calloway County," Tafflcr said. "1 had
no idea that there were children who
didn't have food to eat."
After her initial shock wore off, Taffler
began to learn more about the problem
and the warning signs.
"One way you recognize hunger in
children, especially little children, is they
stuff food on Friday and seem overly
hungry on Monday," Tafflcr said.
"Behavioral problems arise because
they're trying to get to the front of the
lunch line and they have trouble concentrating in class."
The program relies on teachers and
guidance counselors to identify and refer
potential students for the P.rogram. , ,
Next. parents must sign a permission

slip. Finally, each Friday during the last
recess of the day, when the classroom is
empty teachers will slip a pre-prepared
bag of food into the children's backpacks
to maintain confidentiality.
Although the program begins today
for Murray system schools and April 18
for Calloway system schools, the
response has already been overwhelm·
ing.
Courtney Fein. family programs coor- '
dinator for the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, said she has already
received 42 referrals from Calloway
County teachers.
"This is the very, very beginning
stages," Fein said. "We definitely haven't
heard from every teacher yet. It's going
to be a huge need."
Taffler said the biggest obstacle to
overcome with this program is the need
for long-term consistent participation.
"This is above and beyond what Needline already does." Tafflcr said. "We
have to find a way for this program to be
supported."
Tafflcr decided to send an e-mail to
various people and organizations at Murray State to tell them about the Backpack
Program. That e-mail eventually made
its way to Ann Landin i.
Landini, associate professor of journalism and head of Hart Residential College. said Hart College was originally
only going to collect food for the program for a week, but the huge response
led to the program being extended for
the rest of the semester.
"It's wonderful." Landini said. "We
have quite a few sacks of food and the
other day, we collected $80 in four
hours .... I hope it'll become an ongoing
project because it's an easy project for
students and is a benefit for the community."
Students who want to participate in
the program can donate packaged snack
foods, lunch bags and plastic spoons to
Hart College or Ncedline. Hart College
is also sponsoring a rebate night at 5 p.m.
until closing April 30 at Nick's. In addition. Fast Track has joined the effort and
now allows students who have money
left on their meal plans to donate it to
the Backpack Program.
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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SINIOil BRIAKPAIT
Thursday, May 1, 2008
8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom
Seniors and graduate students who are graduating
in May and August 2008 are invited to the breakfast

•••• OPCHA·G·I
Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later than Thurs.
day, April 24. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5.00 from their
department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 809-6831 or e-mail at

studentaffairs@m urraystate.edu
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I n the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be the best Record Store In West Ky.
Within a vear we. added car stereos to our mix with t.he same goal. 31 years later the
goal is.the same.... This is what we do and we take great pride in doing it wcll.
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• Satellite Radio
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• Best Damn Installation In West Ky!

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St.<Next door to Wendy's>
Murray, KY 753-0113
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Team loses 9th
one-run contest
against Evansville
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have had an unusual season
thus far, a season filled with wins, losses and more than its share
of one-run games.
Unfortunately for the 'Breds, they have been on the short end
of many of those one-run games and Wednesday was no exception. Murray State fell to Evansville 6-5 at Johnny Reagan field
bringing it to 11-15 on the season.
Wednesday's game was the ninth one-run loss for the 'Breds
by one run. Murray State has lost its 15th game by an average of
2.9 runs.
"1 think our effort is good," Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
"The only thing I ever question is our sense of urgency. That's
one of those things when you play baseball and coach baseball
is wondering if there is enough urgency all the time. Obviously,
if you're swinging the bats real ,well and running the bases and
everything's going real well, you'll never feel that urgency. Our
effort is good, our guys a.r e good teammates for each other but
we just didn't get enough hits at the right time today."
The 'Breds bad a chance to tie the game in the bottom of the
ninth with sophomore Wes Cunningham on third with two outs,
but senior Andrew Cella flied-out to left field to end the comeback effort. All of the Murray State's.scoring came in the second
and third innings.
The 'Breds were led at the plate by Cunningham who went 45 at the plate, but was unable to score any runs or bat any in.
Murray State boasted a balanced scoring attack that began in the
second inning. Evansville picked up three runs in the top of the
second but was quickly countered by the 'Breds.
Junior Tyler Owen singled through the left side of the diamond to start off the inning. Murray State then proceeded to
play small ball as senior Matt Sheer singled to advance Owen to
second. Junior catcher Daniel Miller added his own single that
scored Owen and advanced Sheer to third. Freshman outfielder
Elliot Frey walked to load the bases followed by a fielder's
' choice that resulted in Sheer scoring. Miller scored on a wild
I pitch during the following at-bat and Frey scored on an RPI sin! gle by freshman Zach Noonan. The 'Breds could only muster
: one more run in the third, on a sacrifice fly ball by Sheer that
! scored Owen.
McDonald said he doesn't believe on dwelling on games like
these, but wants his players to improve on their mistakes.
"We're going to talk about more specific things, things I call
: game adjustments," McDonald said. "We mention things we did
: weJI that we want to continue to do well as well as things we

photos by Elaine KighVThe New.~

Sophomore shortstop Kyle Tiernan chases down aUniversity of Evansville player in arundown. The 'Breds lost their 15th oame of the season Wednesday.
didn't do well that we want to improve on. We try not to beat a
dead horse when it comes to this game but we'll try to learn
from anything we can."
Sophomore Marc Harmon got the start for Murray State. Harmon pitched five innings. giving up seven hits and five runs.
Junior lefty Anthony Stacy came in for Harmon and pitched two
innings. Stacy gave up four hits and one run. Sophomore Matt
McGaha came in for two innings of work and gave up one hit.
Harmon and Stacy struck out two batters respectively and
McGaha picked up a strike-out of his own.
Murray State will host Ohio Valley Conference foe Eastern
Illinois with a doubleheader Saturday and single game Sunday,
both to begin at 1 p.m. The 'li(eds are 2-6 thus f~r in OVC play
with wins against Southeast Mis.O{m '..1(1 j~nvillt;Stite:"' '
"(Eastern Illinois) is always going to be competitive," MeDon- •f
ald said. "They're going to come in and pitch us tough. They're
like everyone of us in this league and we feel like if we play like
we're capable, we can beat anybody in our league. If we don't
play well, then we certainly can lose to anybody in our league.
We play the game hard, whether we play the Yankees or if we
we're playing a high schooJ team. I try to instill that we play the
game as well as we're capable and the opponent doesn't matter
much."
After the Eastern Illinois series, Murray State will welcome
the Memphis Tigers to Reagan Field at 3 p.m. Tuesday. The
'Breds defeated the Tigers in Memphis 9-8 Feb. 27. If Murray
State wins Tuesday. it will be the second year in a row it has
swept Memphis. The athletic department will have free hamJunior Anthony Stacy fires apltdlln Wednesday's oame against Evansville.
burgers, hotdogs, chips and soft drinks for students during the
bad been Evansville and now my focus is Eastern Illinois. So
'Breds(figers game.
hopefully that's where our players focus is too."
"I'm excited about that game but I'm kind of taking this one at
Kyle Rogers can be reached at kylc.rogers@murraystate.edu.
a time," McDonald said. "My focus up until the end of this game

I

acer record-setting throwers form special bond as track teammat~~
!Alaina Zanin
Opinion Editor
Seniors Shamcka Dial and Dominique
Robinson have been trading places for four
years and as they come to the end of the road
aas teammates, one wonders if they could have
tachieved the success they've had as Racers
lwithout each other.
j Robinson is a power thrower from
Huntsville, Ala., and bas been a force to be
reckoned with in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Of the many honors Robinson has received,
one of the most prestigious was the 2006 Ohio
Valley Conference Co-Female Field Athlete of
the Year.
Last year, she won the 20-pound weight
throw at the OVC indoor championships, with
a toss of 54 feet 4 inches. which was a Murray
State school record and the OVC's best throw
of the 2007 season.
She took second place in the shot put competition at the OVC indoor and third place at
the OVC outdoor championships.
Robinson broke the Murray State record
with a toss of 45-10 3/ 4 in 2006 at the National
City Invitational hosted by Western Kentucky

University in Bowling Green. Ky.
Dial, however, a Tacoma, Wash.. native. has
been witb her every step the way. making the
intra-team competition fierce.
Last year. she placed second throwing 44 3/4
in the shot put at the OVC outdoor championships and flnished fourth in the discus with
a toss of 132-U In indoor championships. she
secured second place in the 20-pound weight
throw at the with a toss of 54·11/4.
This year, with hard work and dedication,
bas been the most successful season in both
Robinson's and Dial's four years at Murray
State.
Dial was named the 2007 OVC Indoor
Female Field Athlete of the Year.
At the 2008 OVC indoor track and tield
championships Robinson placed second in the
shot put with a toss of 45·2 1/2 while Dial fin·
ished in fourth with a toss of 44-2 3/2.
Overall, the weight throw school record was
broken three times this season. Robinson
broke the University record for the second
time this season at the indoor OVC championships with her toss of 59-6 3/4, winning the
event.
Robinson bested Dial's school record 58·6

3/ 4 by exactly one foot. Dial finished in third
place with a throw of 58-3 3/ 4.
Robinson is graduating in December with a
marketing degree, while Dial plans to stay one
more year to finish her degree in occupational
health and safety.
Dial said she had to get creative with her
practice schedule this year because of class
conflicts, but having a teammate like Robinson
pushes her to do her best everyday.
"Dominique is a great teammate," Dial said.
"We push each other in the weight room to get
bigger and stronger in the off season we
pushed each other in practice but when indoor
began I wasn't able to practice with the team
because of time conflicts. I bad to coach myself
this whole season. My boyfriend would help
me set up the mats and ring so I could throw.
Also, he would video tape me so I could see
what I was doing wrong because I didn't have
a coach there to help me."
Robinson agrees that baving a teammate like
Dial makes it easier to have a strong throwing
team overall.
"We push each other by competing to the
best of our ability, while making sure that we
laugh and stay relaxed during practices,"

Robinson said. "We encourage each other
because we know what the other one is capable
of. We have experience. We are able to personally correct our mistakes in the ring qn~
produce in a positive way in the end. We have
an athletic bond that unconsciously motivates
the other because no one wants to be beaten by
someone, teammate or opponent. So we use
that to orchestrate a very strong throwing
squad."
As both throwers come to the end of their
collegiate careers, one thing is clear: throwing
isn't the only thing they will miss about their
college experience.
"I don't think throwing would have been :Is
fun without Nique," Dial said.
"We have had some great times over the
years and I'm going to miss her. From playing
intramurals, getting in trouble for it, naming
our implements after food and all the other
crazy stuff we got into, it just' wouldn't have •
been the same. We had good times. Dominique :
and Laura Schroeder have been the best team- '
mates."
Alaina Zanin is the.• Opinion Editor of the
Murray State News. She can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystatc.edu.
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The Sports Line...
Murray State Events

TV Events
Sat.: Fox @ 2:55 p.m.

Sun.: Fox @ 2:30 p.m.

MLB
New York(A) @ Boston

NBA
Spurs@ Lakers

Fri.: Men's Tennis @ 10 a.m.
Purcell Courts
Murray St. vs. Eastern Illinois

Oxford, Miss.
Ole Miss Invitational

Sun.: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
Golf
Master's Final Round

Mon.: ESPN2 @ 7:05 p.m.

Sat.: Rowing @ TBA

Sat.: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

MLB

Kenlake
Murray St. vs. Alabama

Reagan Field
Murray State vs. Eastern Illinois

Boston @ Cleveland

Sat.: Track @ TBA
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• After Major I..:cague Baseball's fust
wuck and a half of official playing, the
'smell of fresh-cut grass (although with all
Murray's rain, that's a theoretical smell) is
getting to me and I feel the itch to talk
some baseball.
• It's April. just
after opening day
and every team in
the major leagues
feels like it has a
shot to win the
pennant. For some
that dream may
actually come true,
• except for you, San
Francisco. Sorry, I
think some of the
Triple-A ball clubs
could win a series
against you guys.
With that said, let's
Aaron
run down the diviWeare
siops to give some
Sports Editor
April predictions
that will surely look ridiculous in October.
Let's start with everyone's favorite division to hate: the American League East.
Oespite its 6-1 start, as of Wednesday,
.who honestly thinks the Baltimore Orioles will keep that up? No one, that's who.
-The Boston Red Sox and New York Yankees will battle for the top spot like they
have for the last decade or so. Each of the
last few years. the Yankees start slow and
the pundits all say they're dead-to-rights
out of the playoffs, and then they make
the playoffs. Until they don't make the
p lilyoffs, the Yankees w ill be there. The
Red Sox have too much talent, the most
top-to-bottom in baseball, to not make the
playoffs.
Jn the AL Central, the Cleveland Indians are hard to pick against. With Pronk.
aka Travis Hafner, returning from his
worst season, Victor Martinez slugging
and Grady Sizemore setting the table,
their offense will be hot. C.C. Sabathia
and Fausto Carmona give the Indians a
great one-two punch. If their oullpen can
hold up, the lndians'can do enough to win
this tight division.
·• I know what you're saying, what about
· the Tigers? Their offense, projected to
score 1,000 runs, has started slow. They
m<Jde a lot of moves in the off-season. and
they've started 0-7 as of Wednesday. No
•team has made the playoffs after starting
0·7, so it's bard to go with the Tigers.
•. The Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim arc
my pick to take the AL West. The Angels
have a great manager in Mike Scioscia and
they've made some moves that put them
.above the rest of the West. Torii Hunter
finally gives them a bat to protect Vlad
. Guerrero. They also picked up another
good pitcher in Jon Garland. They have a
good mix of power and speed on offense
that allows Scioscia the chance to play
.around with his team.
• ·,I'd love to give the National League
.more love, but let's be honest, why? As a
Ciirdinals fan, I want to sec the NL be bet: tcr, but the numbers show the leagues
.don't compare. The Red Sox swept the
Rockies last year, the NL has lost the last
!100 AU-Star games and they don't compete financially. But let's go ahead and
pay a little homage to the NL.
In the NL East, the Philadelphia Phillies
arc fu n to watch. They p lay gorilla ball,
scoring tons of runs. They have to
because their pitching is iffy at best after
Cole Hamcls. At least they can compete
with AL offenses.
, In the NL Central, as much as it pains
me to say, the Cubs look the best on
paper. They have a solid offense, but I
don't think their pitching is very deep.
The Brewers are young, but talented. If
they stay healthy, 1 think they take the
·division.
.. In the NL West, the Diamondbacks arc
a young team on the rise. They have the
best one-two pitching punch with Brandon Webb and Dan Haren. I think they
·wiU come out of the NL to take on the AL
in the World Series. They have a good
young team.
Right now, I say we'll see a Red Sox and
Diamondbacks series, with another (gag)
Sox title. But hopefully I'll be horribly
wrong... Go Cards.

•"Aaron Weare is the Sports Editor at the
Murray State News. He can be reached at
aaron. wearc@murraystatc.edu.
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AlisonMugler
Staffwriter
The Murray State women's track
and field team competed Saturday
in Cape Girardeau, Mo., at the
Gatorade Classic Invitational hosted by Southeast Missouri State University .
Although many students are
winding down during the last few
weeks of the school year, Head
Coach Dereck Chavis said the Racers remain focused on completing a
successful outdoor season.
"I think (the athletes) are a lot
more focused now because they
have that advantage of going
through a whole indoor season and
competing in a championship,"
Chavis said. "Now that everyone
has gone through that, they are
starting to get a better feel for
where they stand and are able to
focus on the things they want to
work on and develop."
The women competed against
Arkansas State, University of
Southern Indiana, Southeast Missouri State, Southern Illinois, University of Memphis and Southern
Illinois Edwardsville.
Senior transfer from Japan, Emi
Yamamuro, earned a fi rst-place finish in the javelin, breaking her second consecutive school record this
outdoor season with a throw of
48.44 meters. She broke her first
school record of 45.71 meters and
earned a spot at the regional NCAA
championships the previous weekend at the Bulldog Invitational in
Starkville, Miss.
"Everything is different in Japan
and I have been trying to get to
know these differences and fit my
own style into it," Yamamuro said.
"I believe that it is possible to
become number one when I enjoy
myself and enjoy the meet."
Freshman Audris Williams also
earned the No. 1 spot in the tOOmeter dash. with a time of 12 minutes and 37 seconds. In her first
outdoqr season of her collegiate
career, Chavis said Williams has
adapted quickly. He said he is looking forward to watching Williams
progress throughout her time at
Murray State.
"She is quickly becoming acclimated to college and college track
and field," Chavis said. UBeing outdoors in her normal element was
good for her and she has turned in
some really good performances."
"She's got a very high range for
potential. She's really easy to work
with and has some great gifts. I'm
really looking forward to seeing
how she's going to develop over the
next four years."
Freshman Katelyn Jones and
sophomore Taylor Crawford both
competed in the 1,500-meter, finish-

flaine Kfght/The News

Sophomore hurdler Sydney Gholston hurdles at Wednesday's practice. The Racers competed in Cape Girardeau, Mo. last weekend.
ing at third and fifth consecutively,
with times of 4:42.39 and 4;44.48.
Junior Alaina Zanin took third in
the 5,000-meter with n time of
18:31.01, earning her personal best
for this season. FreshiTLUl Asenath
NaAmen competed in the event and
tOok the No spot with a time of
18:46.61. NaAmen also ran her personal best time of the season.
In the shot put, seniors Shamcka
Dial and Dominique Robinson con·
tinued to prove tJlt:ir domination.
Robinson finished third with a
throw of U.76 meters, while Dial
placed sixth and increased her
throw distance from the previous
weekend by almost a foot with a
toss of 13.46.
The meet was scored in a dual
meet fashion in which each school's

score in a particular event is compared to that of another school.
Murray State substantially competed against each school in each of the
events.
The Racers beat Arkansas State
with .t score of 78 to 57, as well as
the University of Southern Indiana
with a score of 72 to 37.
Chavis said the team is surpassing the team sets with each week of
impressive performances.
"I think that everything that has
happened is a product of the athletes believing in what they are
doing and the training taking
effect," Chavis said. "1 think when
they throw well, run well and jump
well, all of thcs"' arc things we see
as part of the process. I'm just glad
thnt record wise we are able to

make such an impact on the program as a whole."
The team will compete Saturday
at the Ole Miss Invitational, hosted
by the University of Mississippi.
Chavis! said he 1s taking the rest of
the season one meet at a time, while
focusing on training and staying
healthy for the OVC Championships.
"I think we're making progress,"
Chavis said. "We're just trying to
keep people healthy and just continue to train. If we continue to make
the progress we're making we have
even greater things down the line.
Right now. it's a matter of maintaining and staying healthy for the conference meet."
Alison Mugh::r can be reacht•d at
alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.

Men's golf hosts and takes third in Murray State Invitational
Alison Mugler
Staff writer
The Murray State men's golf team competed in
the Murray State Spring Invitational Monday and
Tuesday to defend last season's first- p lace title.
The men led the the way after the first two
rounds of play Monday at the Greystone Golf
Club in Dickson, Tenn.
Although the Racers headed into T uesday at
No. 1. they could not battle the windy weather
conditions. The men went up 16 strokes during
the third round to finish with an 867 and a No. 3
spot overall.
The opposing teams also had a difficult time
competing in the adverse weather, as eight of the
top-10 fmishing te~s· scores went up du ring the
third round.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he was expecting
the team to compete at a higher level than what
was shown.
"Bottom line is we should h ave won the tournament," Hunt said. "I felt like we had the best
team and we were disappointed because we had
such good scores at first. I think our players
were also really disappointed because we were in
such a great position after d ay one."
Senior Jerry Price showed his veteran leadership with a third-place finish out of 58 athletes
overall. Price shot a 69 and a 68 dur ing the first
two rounds and finished the third round with a
76.
"I was pretty happy with my overall performance," Price said. "I did n't putt as we ll the second day as I did the fust. That, along with the
bad weather, had an effect on my play."

· Immanuel Lutheran
Church

photo courte~y Murray Stille Athlt~tks

Senior Jerry Price took a third place finish last weekend.
Sophomore Hunter Ford competed individually for the Racers. finishing at the No. 6 spot
shooting impressive scores of 68, 74 and 73 for a
215 overall score. Ford, along with .s ophomore
Nick Newcomb, who shot 68, 72 and a 7(,, were

leading thl• tournament from their first-round
scores of 68.
Freshman Cameron Carrico finish~d lOth overall, with scores of 73, 71 and 71. Junior Mitchell
Moore shot a 75. 72 and 76 to fmish 27th.
S1>phomorc Jared Wolfe shot a 75, 72 and 77 for
a 224 overall score und 31st place. Sophomore
Chri~ Griffin also competed individually for the
Racers and finished No. 22, shooting 72, 72 and
75.
Hunt saki that h~.· was Jisappointl•d that the
team could not continue its winning streak at this
invitational.
"Everyone's scores were a lot worse the second day because of the weather, but we should've
had more players shooting par or below," Hunt
said.
"We were hosting the tournament, and it
would have been nice to win it all. That was our
go:tl for the weekl!nd."
Lipscomb University took home the championship, shooting 864, while Tennessee Tech Un iversity took the No.2 spot, finishing two strokes
ahead of tlw Racers with a 865.
The Racers will compete in their final tournament of the spring Monday and Tuesday at the
Bluegrass Invitational in Lexington, Ky. T h e men
will use this .final competition to prepare for the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament
"It's probably the strongest field we will competL' in this ye;~r," Hunt said. "There is some really high-ranked teams we will be playing against
and it will be great preparation for the conference tournament."
Alison Muglcr can be reached at
alison.muglt.•r@murray.statc.cdu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext . 283

LUtheran Hour
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One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m . - noon
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Turkey seasoh
begins in
Kentucky

Turkey season is here, and thousands of
Ke ntucky turkey hunters will flood the
spring woods, shotgun or bow in hand,
with the same mix of hope. excitement
and anxiety that comes before every hunt.
1
The turkey hunting forecast can be as
unp redictable as the spring weather. The
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife indicate a healthy abu ndance 'of
b irds, but a strong population is only half
the battle. Success depends o n some
cooperation from the gobblers and noth·
ing may make tu rkey more temperamental
than
the
weather.
Not
many
hunters
have
the
Junior Anne Pennington serves In a victory against Tennessee State, Aprill.
luxury of being in
the woods every
day of turkey season and most
have to play the
hand the weather
Gods deal them.
Unfor tunately in
spring, this hand
can range from a
b right and h ot
day to blowing
rain and cold
Steve
temperatures.
Miller
When it comes
to turkey hunting, Outdoor columnist
there are no hard
and fast rules for any situation or patterns,
but some strong correlations exist
Adriana Alvarez led the winning
Aaron W eare
between the gobbling, breeding and daily
with a 6-0, 6·0 victory at No. 4 sin·
~ Sports Editor
activity of birds in relationship to the dif·
gles. Fulcher earned the next win,
ferent weather factors. A compre hensilfe
6-0, 6-0, at No.6 singles. Freshman
After a weekend of facing some
knowledge
of how the weather affects
of the Ohio Valley Conference's
Ashley Pierson won the next match
spring turkeys wlll prepare for any conditoughest competition, the Murray
for the Racers, 6-0, 6-3 at No. 5 sin·
tions Mother Nature throws at you.
State women's tennis team
gles to clinch the match.
The predominant trend so far this
rebounded Tuesday with a 6· 1 vic"We got back on the winning
spring
has been cloudy skies and pouring
track after this weekend," Keasling
tory against Austin Pcay.
rain. Turkeys rely on their eyes to sense
said. "It was really great to see us
The Racers (12-6 overall, 6·3
danger, so when the day breaks and there
OVC) opened the match with a
rebound. Our transition game got
is no sunshine, they are apprehensive to
back on track and really improved
decisive sweep in doubles action.
fly down from the safety of their roost.
Tuesday."
Sophomore Lyndsay Ottosen and
Usually it takes around a h alf hour for the
freshman Alexis Webb started the
After the Racers clinched the
birds to feel safe. This will delay their nor·
match, one player really stood out
v.inning with an 8-2 victory at No. 2
Freshman Alexis Webb unleashes a serve In a win against Tennessee-Martin, March 8.
mal rou tine of gobbling and strutting: Do
doubles against the Lady Gov's
to Keasling.· Pennington won her
not panic if the birds fail to respond to
match at No. 1 singles against an
Friday, the team took on OVC-lead6, 10-6. The other Racer three-set
Morgan Klicber and Laura Gonza·
your calls as soon as the day breaks. Be
ing Samford and lost 7-0.ln doubles
lcz. Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek
opponent at the top of the OVC.
match came at No. 5 singles. this
patient an d wait for the bird to feel safe~
"Anne Pennington stepped up for
and freshman Katelyn Fulcher took
time an
Ottosen loss, 4-6, 6-4, 6· 1.
action, the McGaht'e-Pennington
1
Clqud cover delays turkey's breeding
us at No. 1 singles," Keasling said.
·team won another doubles match.
· You th hi s occn the issue in the
, the next win at No. 3 doubles to seal
behavior. and when it rains it is almost
the lone win uf the day.
the point for the Racers, 8-6. The
"Her opponent was a proven winRacers matches this season.
nonexistent. T urkeys prefer to stay dry
ner in our conference play. (Mari·
"It was a hard weekend for us,"
Keasling said youth can be a hurdle
No. 1 doubles squad of junior Anne
and will do all they can to take shelter
Keasling said. "Samford has a rc;11ly
to overcome at times.
Pennington and sophomore Angela
ana Pagan} has really been giving
from heavy rain. They will either stay in
people fits. and Anne overcame
good team."
"Against Jacksonville State, I was
McGahee finished the sweep with
roost until the .skies clear or seck higher
The Racers took a 4-3 loss at the
disappointed with our loss,"
an 8-7-ticbreak victory.
that and played a great match."
ground to feed and strut Any traveling
Freshman Alexis Webb took the
hands of Jacksunvillc State, SaturKeasling said. "We have young
"We were able to put some pt•odone during or after a heavy rain will
players and they have to learn to
ple in new spots and I was pleased
other win for the Racers at No. 3
day. With wins at No.'s 2 and 3 Jou·
occur on established game trails or short
bles, the Racers earned the match's
exc~utc. In the weekend matches
., with the results," Head Coach Consingles, 6-J. 6-1. The lone Racer
vegetation to minimize the transmissioh
loss came in No. 2 singles, when
our youth showed. We were too
doubles point. Pennington won her
nie Keasling said. "The team
water from the moist foliage to their
match at No.2 singles in a three--set
:1ggressivc and we were over·hit·
. responded well to changes."
Bochenek lost 6·7, 2-6.
feathers. The same is seen if they do ven·
In singles action, the Racers
The Racers got back on the win·
victory, 1-6, 6·1, 6-4. Alvarez had the
ting the ball."
ture out in open areas during the rain.
other Racer victory at No. 6 singles
Aaron Weare can be reached at
jumped out to an early lead that
ning track after their tough weekThey will choose areas like pastures,
in another three-set victory, 6-4, 2end against the ovc·s top te:uru;.
aaron. Wc.'tlre@murraystate.edu.
they wouldn't relinquish. Junior
immature meadows with little undetgrowth and recently manicured farm
plots.
' •
Both turkeys and hunters dislike high
winds because it hinder s the tu rkeys' abilj
ity to communicate. When the wind is
blowing, it is hard for the toms to hear
Jacksonville State and Samford.
needed," Purcell said. "Now I just
Aaron Weare
other bird s calling and consequently they
' "The matches this weekend
want to send out our seniors on a
Sports Editur
gobble less in response to each other:On
good note, because we haven't
were tough," Purcell said. "Since
the other hand, some hunters make the
been able to make the OVC tourSamford and Jacksonville State
Tuesday's match against Tenmistake of calling more and louder. They
nament."
joined the conference they've
nessee-Martin gave the Murray
may be heard, but the calls will sound
Pompeu took the 6-1, 6·2 loss at
been really good.''
State men's tennis team its third
unnatural and out of context. This will put
No. 1 singles after opening a 2·1
The Racers led off Saturday
loss in as many matches at home,
the listening toms on high alert. It is betfirst set lead. Senior Hunter Geragainst the Gamecocks of Jack·
with a 5·2 loss.
ter to setup in low-lying areas, wooded
lach lost in three sets, 2·6, 6-0, 10·
sonville State with a 7-0 loss. Gcr·
The Racers (1-12 overall. 1·6
areas, and the down wind side of hills or
3, in No.2 singles. The Racers lost
lach had the Racers' best day
Ohio Valley Conference) started
woods that the turkeys will use fo r shelter
6·2, 6·2 at No.'s 2 through 4 sinagainst the Gamecocks. In No. I
Tuesday's action on a good note,
and feeding grounds and keep calling to
gles with seniors Chris Horton
doubles, Gerlach and Horton won
earning the doubles point. Tenthe very minimum.
8-7 to earn the Racers' lone match
and Ksiczopolski and junior Mikel
nessee-Martin (6-10. 4·4 OVC) in
Although hunters would prefer the
Headford, re!ipectively.
win. Gerlach took Chris Duke to
No. 2 doubles won the first match
sunny and warm day that offer the highest
"I thought we'd get a little more
three sets, 6-7, 6-4, 10·3 at No. 2
against the Racer team of seniors
percent of accomplishment and allow
coming from our No. 2 and 3,"
singles. The re.~t of the Racers lost
Yuri
Pompeu
and
Nichol
turkeys the best conditions to follow their
Purcell said . "We got help at No.
in straight sets.
Ksiezopolski, 8-3. The Racers
routines and mating rituals. spring <:an
6, but it's been tough for us. We
"Jacksonville State got on us in
clinched the doubles point thanks
throw weather curveballs that will change
a hurry," Purcell said. "They're
lost our top two players from our
to the No.3 doubles team of fresh·
a turkeys behavior. Savvy hunters should
just a very tough team and we
team last season and we've had to
men Mason Johnson and Jadir
be thinking one step ahead of the wily ·
ftght through that this season.''
knew they would be going into
Scmcnsin after a hard-fought 9·7
birds and respond to their changes
the match.''
The lone bright spot for the
win.
because so much of a mission accomRacers' singles play came from
Sunday'c; match against Sam~we won the doubles point,"
plished relics on being in the right place at
Semensin at No. 6 singles, where
ford saw the Rncers fare a little bit 1 the right time. T his has nothing to do with
Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
he earned a 6·3, 6-1 victory.
better, as they took a 6-1 loss at
"We got great play out of our No.
luck, but with preparation, a willingness
"I'm glad to see the way our
the hands uf the Bulldogs. The
1 and then our freshmen at No. 3
to change tactics and adequate knowledge
freshmen are coming around,"
lone Racer point came in No. 6
doubles played really well. They
about th e animal you are pursuing. Set up
Purcell said.
singles. with Sl•mensin's 2-6, 6·2,
clinched the doubles point for us
where and when the odds are in your
10-6 victory.
"That's a big positive to sec
in a tough match."
favor and usc gadgets such as decoys and
Jadir and Mason play well at the
~Against Samford. we got off to
After the doubles point, the
calls as an ace up your sleeve to seal the
end of the season. We're losing
a better start, but they're a good
Racers carried some of the
deal.
four seniors after the season and
team. too," Purcell said.
momentum into the beginning of
they're going to have to make up
"We got a win with jadir at No.
the singles competition, as all but
for some of that."
6 singles. Th;lt's a big positive to
one of the singles players jumped
Last wcl·kend had more of the
see him doing well."
out to early leads in the first set,
Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
Kn~ten Mi!IN/The New~
same for the Racers, as ther took
Aaron Weare can be reached at
but most didn't hold on.
the Murray State News. He can be reached
at steven.millcr@murraystate.edu.
·,
on two of the OVC's top teams in
aaron. wcarc@murraystate.edu.
Senior Yurt Pompeu prepares to servein amatch.
"The Martin match was one we

.Racers rebound
against Austin Peay
.with decisive win

Men's tennis falls at home to Skyhawks

A Reller AAA mini Slorage
All sizes to fit your needs
Security lights • Easy Access• low monthly rate

Office: 119 mainstreet, 753-8359, if no
answer call 759-9854 storage located
on Dluguid Drive by Froggy Radio Station
Discount for students during summer months!

-

House ]or nent

West Kentucky Community & Technical College

.

1628 Jarmer
near campus and University t)arber shop
3 t)Dn}VI, 1 t)ath , 1 Study

Arts In Focus :
Clemens Fine :
Arts Center :

(will lease to 1-3 students)

$10 Adult , . :
$5 Student/Sr;:

$525 per month wl deposit
new carpet and nice hard wood floors
C!all 'lom Winchester for a showing
~31-642- ~231

•

270-534-32~::

April 25-26::::
7:30PM
April 27 2:30 PM'
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Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit aplay
to be considered for Hot Shots, contact Aaron Weare at aaron.wearetmurraystate.edu
After the second meet where
she broke the school javelin
record, senior thrower Eml
Yamamuro was named the
Ohio Valley Conference Field
Athlete of the Week for the
second week in a row. Varna·
muro's throw of 158 feet and
ninches qualified her for the
NCAA Re(Jional and is the best
overall throw in the OVC this
season

courtesy of Athletic;

Senior Jerry Price earned a
third-place finish in last
weekend's Murray State
Invitational at the Greystone
Golf Club in Dickson. Tenn.
Price had the overall lead
after two rounds with a
score of 137. Price's threeround total score of 213
landed him a spot as the
only Racer on the all·tour·
nament team.

~

File photo ,•
I

Somis Sports named the women's soccer team the nth most improved team since the 2006
season, with aschool·record nwins. The team's six Ohio Valley Conference victories were
also a school record. The Racers won the Western Kentucky sevon on seven tournament.
March 29. The Racers will travel to Cape Girardeau, April18 to take on Southeast Missouri

'•

:

photo wurtc~y K;1ren Delam•y ,

The Murray State rowtno team strokes simultaneously in a practice on Kentucky Lake recently. In Oak Ridoe. Tenn~ last weekend the Racers defeated the competition In the events they raced on the way to arecord-breakino meet.

Murray State rowing breaks school record en route to victory in regatta ·
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
~

•

trhc Murray State Rowing Crew couldn't have asked for a bet·
ter weekend.
~lbe Racers traveled to Oak Ridge, Tenn.. and competed in the
Joltn Hunter Regatta last weekend. Not only diu they take home
the victory in ever category they competed, they also shattered
a :School record. The 2008 edition of the Racer rowing cr<.'W
clocked in a time of 6:48, beating the old record by 15 seconds.
"Our goal was to break seven minutes," Head Coach Bill
McLean said. "We rowed 7:09 in the heat under a controlled race
plan and in the final we rowed our full race plan with a sprint.
My ·assistant and I were at the finish line awaiting the official
announcement of the results. We knew it would be sub seven
minutes but we did not realize that Jt would be by l2 seconds!
Giving us a 15-second break of previous record."
Seniors Colleen Rice, Anna Btown and Karen Dehtner,
junjors Stephanie Kozuszck and Andria Kroner, sophomores

..:-

Erin Sargent, Lyndsey Staples and Hannah Nelly and freshman
Connie Gorman were in the record-setting boat.
"It raises the bar," McLean said. "We achieved one of our
goals earlier than expected and it has opened up a new perspective on where we can go as a team. Our plan is to take one race
at a time with our focus now on Alabama this wcl•kenJ here at
home."
The John Hunter Regatta took place in Melton Lake near Oak
Ridge. 'J'he regatta boash.•d 32 different categories; Murray State
took part in three of them. In all three, the Racers earned victories.
"The program walked away with gold medals in every event,"
Mclean said.
"Our novice eight boat went as fast as tlur varsity boat went
last year at this time. Our novice went 7:51 and they arc moving
faster than previtlUS novice four's and f;~stcr than our varsity
four fn)m last year. The women arc serious about training hard,
rocusing on scllool and believing th:tt they can make~ difference. Its truly is a team effort. I am proud of all the women."

The Racers get to stay close this weekend as they will host
Alabama. The meet will take place at the KcnLake Resort in
Aurora. Ky. It's the Racers first time hosting since they hosted
Alnbama Sept. 12. Murray State ;~lso hosted the Alumni race in
Aurora on Oct. 12.
"Alabama caught us at the finish line last year and won by less
than a second," McLean said. "I know they arc as fast as they
were last year and we have more confidence in what we can do
as a crew than we did last year. The women on our team are
committed to each other and the program. This weekend will be
exciting and fast."
After hosting Alabama, the Racers will participate in the SIRA
Championships, in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
They will travel to Omaha the following weekend to take part
in the Midwest Collegiate Championships. Murray State will
have one more tunc up at the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia,
Pa., before heading to the NCAA Regional Qualifier, also in Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at kylc.rogcrs@murraystatc.cdu.
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Women's golf prepares for OVC tourney
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor
The 0 1' Colony Golf Course proved to
be problematic for the Mur ray State
women's golf team, as the Racers ended
their five-match streak of top-six finishes
with a lOth-place fmish at the Crimson
Tide Classic, Sunday.
In the Racers' last match before the
conference tournament, their first round
was their downfall as they fired a team
score of 327. Sophomore Caroline Lagerborg led the team's first day scores with a
79. Junior Bethany Yates and freshman
Alex Hinteregger each fired a first-round
81 to lead the team scorers. Sophomore
Joyce Trus shot an 82 in the first round
and sophomores Andrea Downer and
Megan McKinney shot first-round scores
of83.
The first round was one that Head
Coach Velvet Milkman said could be
attributed, in part, to fatigue.
"We didn't really play to our potential,"
Milkman said.
"I guess you can blame part of that on
me with the scheduling problems. That
event and the one before may have been
scheduled too close together."
Round two saw double-digit improvement for the Racers, as they fired a team
score of 317, a fulllO shots better than the
first round.
Trus and Lagerborg led the Racers during the second round with scores of 77.
McKinney shot a 79 in round two and
Yates took an 80 for the round. Hintercgger earned an 81 and Downer marked an
82 to close out scoring for the Racers' second round.
The third round of the tournament saw
the greatest improvement for the Racers

photo courtt>S>' oi Murray State Athletics

Junior Bethany Yates tees off In arecent match.
as they sjlavcd eight strokes from their
second round to tally n 309 team score.
Hintcreggcr had the low round for the
third day with a 76. McKinney closed the
tournament with a third-round 77. Trus
and Yates each :;hot a 78 during round
three. 11owner fired an 83 in the third and
Lagcrborg finished her tournament with
an 86.
Trus took home the best fini!'>h of any
Racer with a 36th-place finish. Hintercg-

-:. -:· -:· ·~ ·=· -:. ·=· -:. -:· -:. ·=· -:· -:· ·=·

ger came in next with a 39th-place fanish.
Yates and McKinney tied for 42nd place.
Downer rounded out the Racer team
places at No. 61. Lagerborg finished 51st as
an individual, where her score did not
count against the team score.
"It showed us what we needed to work
on all of this week," Milkman said. ·•we
can take and usc last weekend to our
advantage this weekend."
This weekend is thl· ever-important
Ohio Valley Conference Championship
tournament in Florence, Ala., at the
Shoals Golf Course.
"We're excited about the championships this weekend," Milkman said.
"We want to end this season on a positive
note. I think our experience this spring
has us ready to compete for an Ohio Valley Conference Title."
T he Racers have already beaten many
of the foes they will sec this weekend in
competition. The Racers defeated Tennessee State en route to a victory March
23 in the Shamrock Invitational.
The Racers beat both Eastern Kentucky
and Tennessee Tech in the NewWave
Communications Racer Classic, March 4.
Milkman said the best thing about her
team is its versatility.
"The great thing about the team is that
we don't have just one superstar," Mi lkman said.
"All five of our golfers arc good players.
That's what wins championships. I expect
all five of our golfers to be on their game."
Four golfers have been the low scorer
in the various tournaments over the
course of the spring, including Downer's
and McKinney's first-place finishes at the
Sea Trail tnternational and Racer Classic.
Aaron Weare c:an be reached at

aaron. weare@murraystatc.edu
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Staff Report

rently playing in the spriOg
season.
:
"I'm used to playing with
more players," Hayden saUi.
"So this is different. You have
to do your job well or else
you're letting the team down."
The Racers have only
played through two of their
four scheduled tournaments
thus far. Their first tournament took place March 29 at,; ,
Ole Miss. The Racer s to9k ".
third place in that tour~::
ment, with wins agairtSt: ":
Arkansas State, Ole Miss. •~
Memphis nnd North Alabama. '!
''This spring hllS been ~n,; :.
experience," Hayden said.
"We've kind of had to take it
as it comes. This whole spring
experience has been an experience. It's made us closer as a
team. We've gotten better" ·
since we started the spring."
The next tournament on the;
docket for the Racers is this
weekend at Southeast Mis- :
souri State.
·.:•

It's April, but don't tell that
to the Murray State women's
volleyball team. The team is
treating its off-season like the
regular season by winning the
Austin Peay tournament last
weekend.
" It was fun to play," freshman Sara Hayden said.
" It was good to play some
other teams again. We came
together as a team. It was
good to put into play the
things that we've worked on
in practice.''
The Racers took on Jefferson College, Vincennes, Lipscomb and Trevecca. The
Racers also defeated two Ohio
Valley Conference foes in
Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay in the championship.
The team defeated the Lady
Govs 26-24 and 25-17.
T he team accomplished this
with a short roster. The Racers only have six players cur-

~omto~
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Volleyball takes tournament
despite being shorthanded ===
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Head Coach David Schwepker directs his team In afall match.
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Red Cross

BE A HERO
Join The ISU Red Cross Club
The Red Cross Club is a complete ly
student governed organization that
gives all of its members the
opportunity to do volunteer work
and l ead pro j ects that truly
benefit this commun i ty .
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
KARA . MCCOMBS@ MU RRAYSTATE. EDU
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$25 Monthly Unlimited Tanning
or 10¢ Per Minute
Call for evening
tanning appointments
after 5p.m.

ObD CROW MEDICINE SHOW
GRACE POTTER & THE NOCTURNALS
RANDY ROGERS l!AND
Hill COUNTRY REVUE
NoRTH MISSISSIPPI A!.LSTARS
F£AlUPJ-.GMe11ERIOf

LORD T AND ELOISE • ALANA GRACE • H·BEAM
OPEN TO GENE

C

• MSU Student Discount
• Military Discount

DAYTICKETS:$35
ADVANCE: ..5 WEEKEND PASS I DAY of SHOW: $55 WEEKEND PASS

Tuesday - Friday 8 a .m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a .m. - 12 p.m.

Children under I0 admitted FREE.Tickets on sale at all Ttdcet:master locations, 615.255.9600,
www.tlc:bunascer.com: or tictc.cs can also be p~hased with cash or check. With no service fees lndUd4tcS.I
only at Sarmt Box Oftk:e on Vanderbilt campus. Tlc:kets can also be purchased at the l'k:kllunaster
tocadon Inside F.Y.E. on West End AllenUe.

105 N. 16th Street
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Murray, Ky
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University names Miss Murray State at pageant
A:sbley Edwards
College Life Editor
,.
•' "A Night on the Sea"""
tJilerried Miss Murray State
~ageant overtook Lovett
Auditorium Saturday night.
Sponsored by the Collegiate
·Future Farmers of America,
.Kirby O'Donoghue, sopho·
:Ilij)re from Westview, Ky.,
:tobk home the title.
: "()'Donoghue said when the
;initial interviews took place
;in October, she didn't even
;think she would be selected
!as one of the 15 contestants to
:compete, so winning the
'crown was a pleasant sur:prise.
' "First of all, it was a total
shock," O'Donoghue said.
"When they announced my
~name, my sorority sisters
fwent crazy, so that built up
~the excitement."
~ O'Donoghue said despite
,per nervousness to perform
well in front of her friends
•and family who attended, she
·-enjoyed herself.
... ~'The opening dance was
·really fun," O'Donoghue said.
"I also really enjoyed getting
, to know the girls."
~ O'Donoghue said she was
: surprised by how willing
:everyone was to help. During
; Friday's dress rehearsal, she
:said she discovered the
;evening gown she had
: planned to wear was too big
·and was causing problems.
: At the last minute, she said
she had to borrow a dress
• from a friend.
· "I saw what Murray was all
about on Friday,"O'Donoghue
·said. "All of my friends were
:wUling to help. It was that
fsouthem hospitality, that
•Murray State charm."
.
• O'Donoghue satd being
! named Miss Murray State
:means she will be dedicating
=~year of service to the Uni•versity.
: "All of the contestants and
; students represent the Uni' versity but ... Miss Murray
State has to go a little further
11nd represent the University
, at all times," O'Donoghue
!said.
: O'Donoghue said the entire
~ pageant was upbeat and fun.
I "Everybody supported
: everyone so it made it a real~ ly fun atmosphere to go into,''
: she said. "I really do consid: er (being named Miss Murray
:State) an honor. I really love
~Murray State."
O'Donoghue also commended Derek Nance, junior

..

.

from Murray, and Ron Beaton, junior from Kennett, Mo.,
for being great hosts and
Unda Dihn, sophomore from
Murray, for coordinating the
event.
Dihn said she was also
pleased with how the pageant
turned out. She said this
year's audience turnout
exceeded last year's pageant.
"The pageant went really
well." Dihn said. "I was really nervous, but come showtime, we all worked together
and it came out amazing. It
was a lot of fun."
"The pageant ran really
smoothly this year," Dihn
said. "We had a video of the
contestants answering different questions about boats to
go with the theme and the
audience seemed to enjoy
that."
Dihn said her favorite
aspect of the pageant was
seeing all of the contestants
dressed up.
"It's usually really formal
and this year I think it was
more fun and people really
enjoyed that," Dihn said.
In addition to O'Donoghuc
taking home the crown,
Rachel Meyer, junior from
Prospect, Ky., was named
first runner-up; Kacie Rector,
junior from Altamont, Ill.,
Phulos by Misty Hol y, / flu• Nr>v.'S
was named second runner-up;
Mallory Dickerson, sophoKirby O'Donoghue. sophomore from Westview. Ky., was crowned Miss Murray State at Saturday's paqeant in Lovett Auditorium.
more from Madisonville, Ky., ·
was named third runner-up;
and Jayme Kahne, junior from
Paducah, Ky., was named
fourth runner-up.
Miss Congeniality, an
award to the nicest contestant as judged by her fellow
competitors, was given to
Ashley Kincaid, junior from
Cypress, Texas.
Miss Photogenic, an award
based on contestants' photos
voted on by the judges the
morning of the pageant, was
given to Becky Paskievich,
junior from Swampscott,
Mass.
A new award given this
year was the Spirit Award.
Dihn said each organization
was given a sign-in sheet at
the front door where attendees could sign his or her
name under the organization
they came to support. This
year the award went home
with Alpha Omicron Pi.
The event was sponsored
by the Student Government
Association.
Ashley Edwards can be
Miss Murray State Kirby O'Donoghue, sophomore from Westview, Ky.. and first runner·up Rachel Meyer, junior from Louisville, Ky., hold hands before the
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
winner is announced. Fifteen women competed In the pageant
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China defends Olympics Org~zations prepare
Sf
. l
for Stgma Alpha Iota~~
rom nattona pr~~~~!~~~.. 50th All Campus Sing
Each week The News will
feature a different issue that
affects our campus, community and ultimately our
world.

Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
Gold. Glory. Oppression.
Students making the long .
trip to Beijing, China, this
August for the 2008 Olympics
might find it shrouded in
protest as the nation endures
accusations of human rights
violations as well as a Tibetan
uprising.
The issue becomes cloudy
as some Chinese international
students defend their nation,
while columnists, politicians
and protesters around the
world question the country's
right to host the Olympic
flame. These critics rebuke
China's forceful censorship
laws, treatment of Tibet and
support for genocide in Darfur, according to The New
York Times.
"China's leaders are tar·
nishing their own Olympiad
by abetting genocide in Darfur and in effect undermining
the U.N. military deployment
there," Times columnist
Nicholas Kristof said.
The government's position
as Sudan's largest arms supplier, Kristof said, has earned
its August event the nickname,
'"The
Genocide
Olympics." Political friction
has mounted so much that a
CNN article Tuesday reported President Bush is entertaining the idea of boycotting
the opening ceremony.
Some international students from China, however,
believe critics have judged
their country too harshly.
Cindy Wang, freshman
from Dalian, China, said she
doesn't believe the games'
embodiment of goodwill .and
*brotherhood should be inter: rupted by political problems,

•

...
•••
••
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of these games, Beijing has
changed a lot. They did a lot
Whitney Harrod
of things to prepare.... They Staff writer
want to make it perfect. It's
Fifty years ago, Murray
also changed the market ecodormitory
choirs
nomically. So. China really State
ordered some healthy musical
wants the Olympic games to
competition that eventually
be successful."
I.ara Wang, sophomore evolved into what some consider Murray State's most
from Shengyang, China, also
sides with her own govern- I anticipated event.
All Campus Sing will be
ment, saying the regulation of
held at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
current events reporting can
on the steps of Lovett Auditoonly be for the good of both
rium. Before the main event, a
the nation and the August
Music Alumni Reception will
games.
be held from 3:30 - 4:30 p.m. in
"I think maybe some Chi·
Ordway Hall. A carillon prenese people don't know about
(today's problems)," she said. show concert will begin at 4
"Maybe they just know a little 1 p.m.
This year the event will be
bit, but the government doesPhoto courtesy of chinese-(·ulturc.net
streamed
live on mur·
n't want to put the Olympic
raystate.edu
and later shown
games
in
trouble
....
The
govCitizens in Be1JIIl9. China. are still celebrating their position as host for
on
the
KET
network.
ernment
wants
to
solve
these
the 2008 Olympics despite protests accusations of human rights viola·
Members of Sigma Alpha
• problems before the Olympic
tlons and a Tibetan uprising.
Iota, Murray State's interna·
games."
tiona! women's music fraterincluding China's harsh' reac~
Although many American
Meanwhile,
worldwide
nity, organized the first annution to Tibet's protests
news agencies also admonish
protests rage.
against its occupation.
China for its censorship poliAccording to CNN, human al All Campus Sing in 1958. ·
For the second year, the sis"l don't think that because
cies and Reporters Without
rights groups, political offiters of SAI will be collecting
of the Tibet problem, (that)
Borders deemed the nation,
cials and public figures in
used musical instruments to
countries shouldn't want to
"the world's biggest prison for
countries like Australia,
go to the Olympics," she said.
cyber dissidents," Wang said
France, United States, Eng- support an instrument drive
"I don't think it's right."
she doesn't feel infringed. She
land and India have spoken called the People-to-People
Project.
Conversely, The New York
said her government's immo·
out against the conduct of the
Each participating organizaTimes said the nation has viobile laws agajnst public
Chinese government as the
lated a promise to improve
scrutiny are necessary.
tion will have until the start of
Olympic torch has made its
human rights conditions
"There is a lot of difference
way around the globe. pro- ~ All Campus Sing to collect as
much money and instruments
made when China received
between ... Western countries
testers in Paris even tried to
as possible. Point values will
the privilege of hosting the
and
China,"
she said.
snuff out the flame.
be factored into the total
games in 2001. Recently, the
"(Because of China's large
Yet, Wang remains optigovernment has acted viopopulation), if different peo·
mistic, believing her nation score for each team.
lently against protesting Bud"We're helping a middle
ple say different things, the
will be strong enough to withdhist monks. while, reportedgovernment can't move on. If
stand the opposition and will school music program in Misly, burning a market in the
you have a lot of different
continue to work to improve souri that doesn't have
enough funds to purchase
opinions, (the country will
capitol and killing at least 16
the lives of its people.
take action) in different ways.
people.
musical instruments," Jessica
"I think, China, maybe. still
Wang, however, resolutely
Moore, senior from Dextor,
The country will not be
has a lot of problems, but it's
Mo., said. "Our goal is to furstands behind her officials.
strong.''
better than before," she said.
"The Tibet government, I
ther music in school. People
In essence, Wang said the
"I think it will get better and
in the community may have
don't think they're right," she
Chinese government would
better in the future."
never do anything to jeoparsaid. "I think they just want to
That hope might or might I an old trombone in their attic
and can get it off their hands
take advantage of the
dize the 2008 Olympics, an
not be validated in the next
Olympics because the (Chievent many columnists have
few months as China prepares for a good cause to help better
the life of aspiring musicians."
nese) government is focused
described as a chance for
for its golden opportunity as
on the OIYIQpic games. They
The ~QmpetitiQn will be
China to redeem itself as a
host to the 2008 Ol~pics.
broken into four categories:
want to use this time to
nation.
Casey Northcutt can be
fraternities, sororities. resichange (their status) - to be
"It means a lot," Wang said.
reached at casey.northc:utt@
' dential colleges and indepen·
their own country."
"China really wants to hold
murraystate.edu.
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dent groups.
SAl will perform an exhibition to the theme of Raining
Through the Decades.
"Since it's the 50th anniversary, we wanted to do something that involved every
decade," Kati Ponder, sophomore from falls of Rough, Ky.,
said. "It's my second year
being adViser so I go to practices. give suggestions and
work with music as a whole."
Preparation for the show
starts far in advance. Megan
Wrobel, junior from High
Ridge, Mo., is the current
director for Sigma Sigma
Sigma. Tri-Sigma has been
practicing twice a week since
February.
Wrobel has been choreographing dances to a "Material Girls" theme. The group
must pick songs, design costumes and vocals to correlate
with the theme.
"Since we won last year,
we've stepped it up with more
difficult songs and routines,"
Wrobel said. "We want everyone to participate, so it's hard
to work with people who
don't have much experience.
Finding time to work with 50
girls is difficult."
Cody Farthing, freshman
from Morganfield, Ky., is
directing Alpha Sigma Phi's
All Campus Sing group. Alpha
Sigma Phi's theme is 50 Years
of Greatness.
Even though the group of 24
brothers started planning
months ago, the fJ.rst practice
wasn't until three weeks ar>·
Farthing said his group starikd
•
practicing only recently
because it was involved in..the
campus step show.
"I know it's going to be ~un
and competitive," Farthing
sai~ "We may win if we have
enough to practice since we
have ,a, good theme this .ye:u:."
Whitney Harrod • can , pe
reached at whitney.harrod@.'
murraystate.edu.

Light the Way .to a Curer
Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

~
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RELAY

Fri., May 2, 2008 10 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

FORU~

Luminaria Order Form

.. r

....

.,,.

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Lumlnar ia

wori~

Light a luminaria in M EMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle wit
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Memorialluminaria are
symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors' luminaria are a symbol of HOPE·ti
their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of th
person being remembered or honored. The luminaria will line the track and be lit for the~;
Luminaria Ceremony at 10 p.m. on May 2. Please join us event!

a:.:

C'4{e
l,ookin{} PoP Music?

Oiscover your next Pavof'ife musicians here
af fhe wof'ld caPe.
• Oamien Rite • /.,y/e /,ovett . e/vis Costello
The Shins • 8rioht eyes. /.,os /.,obos
• The l,emonheads • ReM • Moby

I

Cl

In Honor of

Monday-Friday at 7 p.m. I Saturdays at 2 p.m.
/..,is ten online at tUkms,orB

Digital
RaCiio·
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In Memory of

Please use one form per person.• ,

------------------------------------------------------------:....
Please prin1 clearly

...

Your Name:____________________________________________________,• ,

.

Address_____________________________________ I,'
City/State/Zip-------------

8/ur • fete Yorn • Tom Petty

• 5uPjan Stevens • Modest Mouse •

Cl

Name

Donation Enclosed $

Vox trot

or

Cl Cash
Cl
Cl
Cl

Daytime Phone_ _ _ _"':'\

Total number of luminaria bags for this person _ _

Cl Check made payable to American Cancer Society

Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay or

Cl

Not necessary to read name during ceremo··

•
No acknowledgment necessary
or
Send acknowledgment card to
Name _________________________________________________________
~

Address
City/State/Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......;.

-----------------------------------------------------------4
Please mail Luminaria Order Fonn and donation to

Relay For Life, P. 0. Box 1553, Murray, KY 42071
or return to the sponsor below. For more Juminaria information, contact Carol Sims (270) 753-157
;f

CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt at Relay, you must reg1ster by April 1st. Call Melissa at (270) 227-3308.: .,
You can sign up for the Cancer Survivor Victory Lap
·' '
at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on Fri., May 2.
•J'l
Luminaria sponsored by:
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Football team scores
touchdown on screen
~ollege Life Editor Ashley
Edwards writes the movie
reviews.

The name of the fUIIl is
"Leathcrheads,'' but you may
think it to be knuckleheads
when you watch this screwball comedy.
George Clooney stars in
and d irects this period piece
about professional football in
the 1920s, w ith a little
romance added for good measure.
Dodge Connelly (Cldoney)
is the almost-over-the-hill
captain of the Duluth Bulldogs, a no-rules "professional" football team made up of
some wacky players who run
amuck on and off the field.
Dodge loves football and
does anything he can for the
team until the Bulldogs' sponsor pulls its funding and the
professional football league
threatens to go under.
·While the rest of the players head back to their day
jobs, Dodge becmpes determined to save his team by

convincing college football
star "The Bullet," Carter
Rutherford (John Krasinski).
to leave his team at Princeton
University to play for the
Bulldogs.
Carter is the golden boy of
the country. Not only is he a
record-setting football star,
he also put his equcation on
hold to fight in World War I,
single-handedly forcing an
entire platoon of German soldiers to surrender to him.
Dodge is sure if he can get
Carter on board, the professional football league will be
saved.
Carter heads to the pros.
His fans follow and before
long the team is playing in
front of packed stadiums.
The only problem is now that
Carter is on the team, Dodge
comes in second.
Well that, and the two also
begin fighting over a Miss
Lexie Littleton (Renee Zellweger),
a
quick-lipped
repor ter from the Chicago
Tribune who is looking to
make a name for herself.

Lexie may play nice, but
she doesn't believe Carter's
entire story and is out to
reveal the truth. What she discovers causes even more friction within the love triangle
and may put the future of
Carter's career in jeopardy.
1 wasn't quite sure what to
expect when 1 entered the
theater to see this film, but I
was very pleased with the
outcome of the Oscar winner's performance, both
behind and in front of the
camera.
Clooney and Zellweger
provide the highlight of the
film with their witty banter
and period dialogue from the
roaring 20s. They deliver
every line with perfect cunning execution.
Clooney, as always, is
smooth, brash and charming a real man's man. His dry
humor is sexy and funny.
Zellweger is stunning playing a sharp-tongued repor ter
with great legs. She may be a
handful at times, but she
keeps the audience laughing,

Photo court<>sy of thPagc,< om

George Clooney {center) plays Dodge Connelly, captain of the Duluth Bulldogs, a professional football team on
the verge of bankruptcy. Dodge convinces college football star Carter Rutherford (John Krasinski) to join the
team In an attempt to save the league.
and Clooney on his toes.
She's so cute in her 20s-era
attire, I even had a crush on
her.
Krasinski is best known for
'his role as Jim on the hit television series "The Office," but
he is great in this film, too.
His face is perfect for the allAmerican hero he plays, and
even though I think he is supposed to be the antagonist,

audiences will still love his
wholesome charm.
"Leatherheads" is a decent
period piece with lots of
laughs to go around. It's not a
fUm that deals with any heavy
issues or major confl ict, but it
is a nice diversion for the running time.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Zero frame: Save your cash
One frames; Catch it on TV if
you're boted
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the
box office
Four frames: Future classk

Lexington, Ky., popular spot during horse race season
Whitney Harrod

only horse-related event known in
Kentucky. The Rolex Kentucky
Three-Day Event will take place
April24 through April27, at the Kentucky Horse Park. General admission tickets can be purchased the
morning of the show for $10 Thursday and Friday, and $25 Saturday and
Sunday.
The famous event will showcase
the talents of the greatest horse riders in the world. The Rolex is the
only four-star event in America with
the highest level of difficulty.
Hundreds of .~articipants will
compete in three different categories
including dressage, jumping and
cross-country. The winner of one of
three events in the Rolex Grand
Slam of eventing, will receive a prize
of $200,000 and a Rolex watch.
Beginning at 9 a.m. Thursday and
Friday, riders will compete in the
Dressage test where they will be
evaluated on the horse and rider's
fmesse and movement.
Be sure not to J;Oiss the action Saturday and Sunday when riders will
compete in a cross-country course
where they will jump natural obstacles including logs, d itches and
banks. On the third day of competition, riders will jump obstacles in an
arena. The combined scores of the
three rounds w ill determine the
overall winner.
A sponsor trade fair will be set up
throughout the grounds. More than
175 merchants and corporate sponsors will display and sell horse relat-

Staff writer

Lexington, Ky.
Since horse season is in full
bloom, make a
trip to the horse
capital of the
world. Lex·
ington, Ky.,
only a four·
hour drive
from Murray,
is home to the
12,224-acre Kentucky
Horse Park, which features more
th~rr 115 horses representing 50
breeds.
·Park admission is $15 and includes
adnllssion to th(: International MuseurO -Of the Horse, the American Saddl~bted Museum, the Parade of
Bree-ds and a Hall of Champions presebt3tion. Beginning May 31, you can
view the Mare Foal show that showc~eS foals born at the park or
brWght from neighboring farms.
Daily shows run from 9:15 a.m. to 3:15
p.tn.
:At the Museum of the Horse, learn
ab:Put horse racing in Japan and
ancient buffalo soldiers. One of several historical exhibitions include
"'All the Queen's Horses: The Role of
the Horse in British History."
The Memorial Walk of Champions
is a commemorative horse-lovers'
feast for the eyes. The walk is a ftnal
resting place for some of the world's

Photo courtesy of hunterjumpemews.com

KentuckY Horse Park is12.224 acres and features more than ns horses, representing 50
breds. The park includes a museum, memorial walk, camping and a guided trail tour.
finest horses on the track and in the
show ring from the past three
decades. Some have been buried
along the paths and molded into stat·
ues.
Take part in a unique 45-minute
guided trail ride tour along the outskirts of the park. Rides, offered six
times daily, cost $22 or $15 with park
admission. A three-hour horse farm

tour costs $25 and allows you to visit
multi-million dollar thoroughbred
farms and equine facilities throughout the area.
Consider camping at the Kentucky
Horse Park Campground. Spots start
at $20 per night. The grounds offer
lighted tennis and basketball courts
and a junior Olympic-size pool.
The Kentucky Derby is not the

ed items including clothing, paintings, gift items and crafts. Food vendors will also be available.
What mint juleps are to horse racing in Louisville. Ky., wine is to
eventing in Lexington. Stop by the
Talon Winery and Vineyards, nestled between rolling horse farms.
The winery is located on historic
Fair View Farms at 7086 Tates Creek
Road.
The five-acre vineyard was established in 2001 and grows six different
types of grapes and produces 14 fme
wines. At the winery, you can enjoy
wine tasting and sunset picnics.
Talon's summer hours are JO a.m. - 7
p.m, Monday through Thursday and
10 a.m. - 8 p.m., Thursday through
Saturday. Call 589-971-3214 for more
information.
Visit
kyhorsepark.com
and
rk3de.org for more information
about the Kentucky Horse Park and
the Rolex Three-Day Event
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
Every week the College life section provides
fun and frugal tnp ideas. Clip out each week's
destination and refer to it when you get in a rut
and need to get away or are itching for an
exciting adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining
event going on within a day's car ride, send
your Cheap Trip informallon and a phoM num·
ber to whitney.harrod®murraystate.edu.
Also, if you get a chance to go to one of our
Cheap Trip destinations. seno an e-mail to the
above address to say how it went. Safe travels!
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Employment: Wendy's
is. looking for smiling
day and night shift
people. Apply within.

SUDOKU
7 8 I

759-4695

t;mployment: A Summer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs webs~e
at Career Services.
Deadline for application is March 7th.
more infonnation,
our
website
at
Www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
obs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews Febru~ry . 20th.
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the news

Organizations Bust-a-Move~~
Saturday for philanthropies=
..
Ashley Henson
Staff writer

Elaine Kight /Tilt• Nt•ws

Students wrote. directed and performed seven plays all within 24 hours as a part of the 24/7 Festival hosted by the Sock and Buskin theater organlza·
tion. This Is the second year of what students hope to make an annual event

2417 Festival tests students theatrics
Cody Arant

The plays were performed
Saturda}' night.
"We didn't sell out, but we
had a pretty awesome crowd,"
Shelby said. "Hopefully more
people will get wind of the
event and we'll have an even
better turnout next time
around."
.
Everyone involved had to
work together to pull things
together in such a short
amount of time, Shelby said.
''I think the challenge is in
the title," Shelby said. "It's a
rush to get everything done,
but it is also a 'rush' when it
all comes together and the
show starts at 7 p.m. Being
involved is a blast. Hearing
the crowd laugh at all of your
efforts is the best thing for
me. It's an experience that
you will not find anywhere
else. Even for the writers. who
work on little to no sleep, it is
worth every minute."
The actors, often featured
in multiple plays, faced their
own challenges.
"The main challenge for the
actors was memorizing all the
lines in the short amount of
time we had," Owen said.
Sock and Buskin plans to

Staff writer
Friday night, th~ Sock and
Buskin theater organization
put insomnia to good usc during its second 24/7 fest. The
challenge: write, block and
perform seven );hort plays in
24 hours.
Shannon Shelby. senior
from Murray, is the president
of Sock and Buskin.
"Sock and Buskin held the
24/7 Fest for the first time last
year," Shelby said. "This is
the second year of what we
hope to mak~ an annual event.
Our members have been
responsible·for making it happen both times. It is organized and produced by our
studio chair."
Derek Owen, senior from
Benton, Ky., was the ~tudio
chair this year.
"We started writing at LO
o'clock on Friday night at
Huddle House ami didn't get
done until 4 a.m.," Owen said.
"The main challengl' for me
was staying energized to
direct one play, act in two of
them and also coordinate the
event."

continue the 24n Fest.
"The festival won best production overall in last year's
theater departml•nt end of the
year banquet," Owen said.
Shelby said he hopes the
success of the event only
grows bigger.
"We've had two successful
years of 24/7 and have every
intention of making it a tradition,'' Shelby said. "24/7 Fest

2008Z

is the bread-and-butter of
what SlX'k and Buskin is all
about and it would be silly not
to continue doi ng what we do
best. My personal hope is that
we can byild this event into
something that Sock and
Buskin is known for campuswide."
Cody Arant can be reached
at cody.aranc@murraystah'.
edu.

Festival plays!

• ltJhe Return of Gar(" written by the 24/'1 mascot, Gery the

Ghost
• "'Therapy" written by Jonlthan lfllelman. dlreded by Shalt
non Shelby
• '1oken Poo Play" written by Matt u.kgraf, directed by
Shannon Shelby
• "Experimental" written and directed by Derek Owen
• "Fun &Games" written by tan Brine, directed by Kille Frank
• ..Did You Know There Are 5,000 sttancts t1 Bacterli In a
Kitchen Sink" written and dlredtd f:)y l.lurel Cedi

• '1he Principal's Office• written JW tlanon r• ~ by
Katie Frank

I

G~i:i:~'s

Ever wanted to know how
to pop, lock and drop it? This
Saturday, Alpha Sigma Phi
and Sigma Sigma Sigma are
giving you the chance.
Bust·a-Move is a dance
marathon where participants
will learn four different genres of dance, salsa, ballroom,
hip-hop and square dance.
Tt>ams of live from participating organizations have the
chance to compete in the different genres.
Participants can show off
their dance skills and their
creative sides. Each organization can make banners, perform its stroll and freestyle
dance.
Any organization can signup for the event io the Curris
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today. or at the door Saturday.
Each team will learn 36
counts of a stroll taught to
each organization by a member of Tri·Sigma and Alpha
Sigma Phi. For the final eight
count, each team will make up
its own steps.
Participants can compete in
the Crazy Dance-Off portion
of the evening as well. A
member of each team can
make up a 15-30 second routine to show his or her
Michael
Jackson-worthy
dance skills.
Ahmg with creative themes,
cheers and excitement, the
banner competition is part of
the overall spirit award.
At the beginning of the
event, each team can hang a
banner in Racer Arena. The
spirit judges will evaluate
them during the night.
Alan Cobourn, sophomore
from O'Fallon, Mo., and philanthropy chair for Alpha
Sigma Ph i. helped plan the
event.
"At the University of Ken-

tucky, they have an event a lot;
like this called Dance Blue."
Cobourn said. "I was wanting
to bring a taste of that to Mur·
ray since th is is the first time
something like this has hap· •
pened here."
Alpha Sigma Phi and Tri·
Sigma have several ideas fur ,
the future. Heather Carby,
junior from Louisville, Ky., .
and Bust·a-Move chair, said .
this would become an annual
event.
"This is definitely some... .
th ing we will keep doing over
and over every year," CnrQy
said. ..We arc trying nc_w •
things and ideas for the first
year, this way we will know
what works for next year."
This event is a philanthropy .
fundraiser for the two organi· .
zations. All profits will he ..
donated to Alpha Sigma Phi'!l •
philanthropy, Habitat for
Humanity, -and the Tri·Sig~ ,
Foundation.
Hillary Harris, junior from •
Collinsville, Ill., and judge for·
the stroll competition, said
creativity is a key component
for the event.
"I'm really excited to sec all ,
the different strolls," Harris ,
said. "We teach them the main
part of the stroll, but each
organization has to come up:
with the end. I can't wait to:
see the creativity that every- ·
one brings."
• ••
Bust-a-Move is 7 p.m. Saturday until 2 a.m. Sunday jn
Racer Arena. Each dance por·
tion lasts one hour.
The entry fcc is $1 for :;pec-tators. Participants can take
part in any of the four genre
dancing competitions.
" It will be exciting to see
everyone come out and haVC.J! ,
good time," Harris said. :. "1
mean, who doesn't love a
dance party?"
••
Ashley Henson can be
reached at ashley.henson@
murraystate.edu.
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Large 1 topping
Large speciality pizza and
free medium dessert pizza

I
I
I Only S l · · · ·
I Expires 4/24/08
Add a 2 liter Coke for
~~~~{.s
I 1 dollar morel
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·---------~·-------We ... simply Christians without being members of any den~mlnatlon.
We lnvne you to visit and study With us. You too can be Just a Christian.
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April 20-25 Rick Wadlington
Sunday Morning Bible Study - 10 am
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:50 am
Sunday Evening Worship - 6 pm
Monday- Friday- 7 p.m. nightly
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Corner of Doran Road and Holiday Drive In Mumy, KY
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, tum left go past
Murray High Scbool 4th St. on the left Is Holiday Drive.

94 West

641

Collect cans for recycling! (55¢/lb). Contact Jerry or rish at Key Auto Parts &Recycling: · '
YOU CAN DELIVER or WE'LL PICK IT UP IF ITS 100 LBS OR MORE
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Murray H. S.

1850 STATE ROUTE 1215 ·MURRAY, KY 42071 • (270) 753 • 5500

~ Building

West Murray
Church of Christ

Holiday Dr.

Please call 753-3800 or 489-2207 for
more information or transportation.
www.westmurraychurch.com
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